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Label free cell sorting and separation is a new field in biomedical and chemical
analysis. Many devices and technologies have been developed in recent years
utilizing cell properties such as size and deformability. Although attempts have
been made to increase the throughput and efficiency of sorting, there is still a
significant gap from lab experiments to clinical application.
The aim of this study was to investigate cell sorting and separation technolo-
gies with respect to both cell size and deformability experimently and theoreti-
cally. Using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic technologies, new de-
vices for size- and deformability-based cell sorting were designed and their per-
formance studied.
Firstly, for developing high throughput size-based separation method, three-
dimensional observation of the location of focused particle streams along both the
height and width of the channel cross-section in spiral inertial microfluidic sys-
tems was proposed. The results confirmed that particles are focused near the top
and bottom wall of microchannel cross-section, revealing clear insights regarding
the balance of forces acting on the particles. Based on this detailed understanding
of the force balance, a novel spiral microchannel with trapezoidal cross section
that generate stronger Dean vortices at the outer half of the channel was devel-
oped. Experiments show that the focusing position of particles in such a device
is sensitive to particle size and flow rate, and exhibits a sharp transition from the
inner half to the outer half of the equilibrium positions at a size-dependent crit-
ical flow rate. As particle equilibration positions are well segregated based on
different focusing mechanisms, higher separation resolution was achieved in such
a system over conventional spiral microchannels with rectangular cross-section.
Further studies with particles and cells indicated that this channel is able to han-
dle sample with particle concentration of up to 1.8%. The separation results on
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) indicated that cell deformability might influence




A new microfluidic system with real-time feedback control to evaluate sin-
gle cell deformability while minimizing cell-size dependence of the measurement
was thus developed. The system consists of a microfluidic chip with two cross
channels, i.e., the control channel and the flow channel, forming a membrane area
in between. By adjusting the pressure in the control channel, the deformed mem-
brane can generate a controllable bottleneck section in the flow channel. The bot-
tleneck was used for measuring the deformability of cells by adjusting the height
of the bottleneck in real time according to the diameter of the cells. The influence
of size variation can thus be eliminated during the measurement. Using breast
cancer cells (MCF-7), the potential of this system for stiffness-profiling of cells
in a complex, diverse cell populations was demonstrated. The comparison of time
spent for MCF-7 cells and MCF10A cells, a healthy breast cell line, to squeeze
through the bottleneck section of the flow channel indicated that MCF-10A cells
are much stiffer. This result confirmed reports from studies by other researchers.
Mathematical models for both size- and deformability-based sorting were de-
veloped. For device with a spiral microfluidic channel, forces applied to par-
ticles inside both rectangular and trapezoidal channel cross-sections at various
positions were analysed and discussed. Theses analysis provided a detailed ex-
planation on the particle focusing mechanism in a curved microfluidic channel.
For deformability-based sorting device, a mathematical model on a cell squeezing
through a bottleneck channel section was constructed. Based on this model, the
elastic and viscous properties of both MCF-7 and MCF-10A were quantified.
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Ht Head loss in the tubings that connecting flow channel and inlet
outlet reservoirs
K1 Spring modulus of an idealized uniform viscoelastic sphere
K2 Spring modulus of a Kelvin-Voigt unit
l Length of of a section of microfluidic channel
lb Length of the bottleneck section of a microfluidic chip
lc A point or position of a channel bottleneck section where have a
cell
lf Length of the flow channel of a microfluidic chip
lp A point or position of a channel bottleneck section
lt Total length of the connection tubings in a microfluidic system
mp Mass of a particle
R Radius of curvature of a curved channel
r Radius of a rigid spherical particle
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Rc Radius of a half circle cross section channel
Rep Reynolds number of a spherical particle
UD Dean velocity for a particle focused at a balanced point in the
channel cross section of a curved channel
Uf Local absolute velocity of the fluid around a particle
Um Mean velocity of the main flow in a channel
Up Absolute velocity of a particle in a fluid
Ur Relative fluid flow velocity between an object and its surrounding
fluid
Us Slip velocity along the main flow in a curved channel
Umb Average velocity of the bottleneck section with a cell in it
Umf Average velocity of the other normal sections of flow channel
Umt Average velocity of the tubings that connecting flow channel and
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Vp Volume of a particle
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z The radial direction of a curved microfluidic channel
AFM Atomic force microscopy
BSA Bovine serum albumin
CCD Charge-coupled Device
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
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FACS Fluorescence-activated cell sorting
FBS Fetal bovine serum
IM Inertial microfluidics
iRBCs infected red blood cells
LMA Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
MACS Magnetic-activated cell sorting
MCF-10A Non-transformed mammary epithelial cell line
MCF-7 Human breast cancer cell line
MMF Mechanical membrane filter
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Cell separation or sorting, which refers to isolating cells of interest from a large
number of samples, or distinguishing cells that belong to different subgroups, is
essential for many biomedical and chemical analysis and is a basic step in many
diagnostic and therapeutic methods. Two of the conventional single cell level
sorting strategies are Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) and Magnetic-
activated cell sorting (MACS).
In FACS separation, specific antibodies labeled with fluorescent molecules
are attached to individual cell samples to identify the subset of cells with specific
properties. During the sorting, cells flow in a stream at a relatively high speed,
and a detector which is sensitive to fluorescent signal is placed along the flow
stream. The detector observes either light scattering or the presence or absence
of fluorescence signal coming from each cell when the cells pass by the detector
one by one. After collecting the data from such observations, various actuation
methods can be applied to implement a separation.
For MACS separation, antibody-conjugated magnetic beads are bound to spe-
cific proteins of cells of interest. A magnetic field gradient is then applied beside
the main stream(s) of flow sample. Subjected to magnetic force, the cells which
bind with beads are isolated from main stream(s) of cell sample.
Both FACS and MACS rely on antibodies as additional tags or labels to iden-
tify specific cells. The labelling process increases the complexity of separation.
The attachment of antibodies may have potential effect on the functionality of the
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cells. The application of antibodies also increases the cost of separation. There-
fore, it is desirable to use the intrinsic properties of cells as biomechanical and
biophysical markers for separation and sorting. Theses biomechanical and bio-
physical markers include size, shape, electrical impedance, density, deformability,
hydrodynamic properties and so on.
1.1 Biophysical and Biomechanical Properties as
Label-free Cell Markers
The studies of intrinsic properties of cells help researchers to achieve better un-
derstanding of cell characteristics and functionality. In addition, identification and
isolation of particular cells from clinical samples could be a powerful method for
diagnosis and therapeutic treatment of many diseases. Several cases are intro-
duced in the following subsections as illustrations.
1.1.1 Mesenchymal Stem Cells
Mesenchymal stem cells, or MSCs, are multipotent stromal cells that are able to
self-renew and differentiate into a variety of cell types [73], including osteoblasts
(bone cells), chondrocytes (cartilage cells), and adipocytes (fat cells). These cells
are used to repair tissues.
Mesenchymal stem cells are traditionally isolated from bone marrow, which
contains a large number of red blood cells. It is known that MSCs are larger in
size compare with red blood cells (RBCs), thus, a size based microfluidic device
will be a powerful tool to isolate or concentrate MSCs from bone marrow.
The diameter of MSCs approximately ranges from 14.4 to 33.9 µm [57]. The
size of MSCs reported varies in different stages of one cell cycle [57]. A size
based separation may help to accelerate the culture process. Moreover, when
MSCs differentiate to different cell types, both the cell size and deformability will
change. Size- and deformability-based sorting devices constitute good methodol-
ogy to study the bioproperties during this differentiation process.
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1.1.2 Cancer and Circulating Tumor Cells
Cancer is one of the leading causes of death worldwide. Cancer affects people at
all ages and the risk increases with age. It caused about 13% of all human deaths
(7.6 million) in 2007 [80].
Metastasis is a complex series of steps in which cancer cells leave the original
tumor site and migrate to other parts of the body via the bloodstream, the lym-
phatic system, or by direct extension. The cancer cells that shed into the vascula-
ture from a primary tumor and circulate in the bloodstream are called circulating
tumor cell, or CTCs. CTCs constitute seeds for subsequent growth of additional
tumors in vital distant organs, triggering a mechanism that is responsible for the
vast majority of cancer-related deaths. The detection of CTCs has important prog-
nostic and therapeutic implications but because their numbers can be very small,
these cells are not easily detected. While CTCs are much larger (16 20 µm) com-
pared to other blood cells, size based sorting methods are considered as efficient
ways to isolation of CTCs from human blood.
Metastasis process is also related to the deformability of cancer cells. Studies
on the mechanical properties of cancerous cell have found that, during the cell’s
progression from a fully mature, post mitotic state to a replicating, motile, and im-
mortal cancerous cell, the cytoskeleton of the cell devolves from a rather ordered
and rigid structure to a more irregular and compliant state. The changes include
a reduction in the amount of constituent polymers and accessory proteins, and a
restructuring of the available network of the cytoskeleton connections. Lekka et
al. [59] studied cultured human bladder cell lines and found that normal cells have
a Young’s modulus of about one order of magnitude higher than that of cancerous
ones. Cross et al. [21] studied lung, pancreas, and liver cell samples obtained from
the pleural fluids of patients and found that in general cell stiffness of metastatic
cancer cells is more than 70% lower than that of benign cells.
In contrast to studies involving adherent epithelial cells, studies of leukemia
cells, which are typically nonadherent, find that cancer cells are in general stiffer
than normal cells. This increased stiffness often causes leukostasis, clogging in
the vasculature. Rosenbluth et al. [85] found that acute myeloid leukemia cells
are six times stiffer than normal human neutrophils. Lam et al. [52] found that
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chemotherapy drugs increase the cell stiffness of white blood cells, which in-
creases the risk of vascular complications.
1.1.3 Malaria
Malaria is one of the most severe parasitic diseases on earth. It is more severe than
all other infectious diseases in that it infects 350 500 million people and results
in 1.3 3 million deaths each year [35]. Malaria arises from the protozoan verte-
brate blood parasites of the genus Plasmodium and is transmitted by the female
Anopheles mosquito. In the event of an infection by the malarial parasite, dis-
tortion of the cell cytoskeleton and membrane occurs, and the infected red blood
cells (iRBCs) becomes more spherical than biconcave. Owing to the extensive
cell modification caused by the parasite, as well as the direct specific interaction
of the exported parasite proteins with the membrane and spectrin network of the
RBCs, the cell becomes stiff and sticky [39]. These changes in cytoskeletal con-
tent and structure should be reflected in the overall mechanical properties of the
cell as well. Thus, the rigidity of a cell can provide enough information about its
state and may be viewed as a biological marker.
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1.2 The Requiremnts of New Technology for
Lab-On-a-Chip, Size and Deformability Based
Cell Sorting
There are several emerging lab-on-a-chip microfluidic technologies in label free
cell sorting, especially based on cell size or deformability.
In size based sorting, there are positive sorting that applies external opti-
cal/magnetic/electrical force fields across the flow stream of cell flow stream and
negative sorting methods that only rely on the structure of the microfluidic device
or the hydrodynamic forces generated in the flow, such as drag force and inertial
lift force.
Several corresponding technologies, such as external optical force field, me-
chanical pressing, and hydrodynamic stretching were also used for deformability
based sorting.
These merging technologies make separation and sorting of many types of
cells possible, especially for those cells for which proper antibody for labelling is
not available. One example is CTCs. FACS and MACS are unsuitable for CTCs
separation due to their low throughput and efficiency. However, the obviously
large difference in size between CTCs and blood cells give opportunity for high
throughput size based cell separation techniques. Deformability, another biome-
chanical characteristic that cannot be identified by an antibody, is shown to be
an effective marker for distinguishing cancerous cells from healthy cells based
on their stiffness difference. Similar to the case of cancerous and healthy cells,
malaria infected red blood cells are stiffer than normal red blood cells, and diag-
nosis methods based on stiffness difference have been demonstrated. These exam-
ples accentuate the need for, and the potential of research in label-free separation
and sorting.
Although existing label-free cell separation and sorting techniques have ex-
hibited advantages over conventional methods, their performance (in terms of




1.3 Objective of the New Size and Deformability
Based Cell Sorting Methods Development
There exist several research gaps for current study on size and deformability
based cell sorting and separation. Although inertial microfluidics with spiral chan-
nel have shown great advantage among other size based separation methods, the
throughput and efficiency still cannot meet some special requirements, which pre-
vent these technologies from many practical applications. The detailed investiga-
tion of particle focus mechanism and force analysis in curved microfluidic channel
has yet to be launched. There is also no microfluidic technology for deformability
based cell sorting that considers the size variation of cell.
The main aim of this research was to propose the sorting and separation tech-
nologies according to both cell size and deformability on experiment and theoret-
ical aspects, respectively. The specific objectives of this study were to develop
an advanced size based separation technology over current spiral microfluidic
method on both throughput and efficiency. (i) Study the focus position of particle
in the cross section of microfluidic channel under different conditions and derive
the forces subjected on the particle. (ii) Develop an active controlled microflu-
idic channel with optical feedback of size information to gauge cell deformability
considering size variation. (iii) Build a mathematical model for the deformability
based sorting device to evaluate the stiffness of measured cell populations.
The results of this study may have significant impact on label-free cell sorting
and separation methods and the theory underlying. In the theoretical aspect, the
cell/particle focusing mechanism in inertial microfluidic with curved channel is
expected to be revealed in size based sorting. A model of squeezing process of
viscoelastic cell through a narrow gap will be constructed for deformability based
sorting. In the application aspect, a novel technique for size based cell separation
with high throughput and high resolution for biomedical and chemical analysis
application will be presented, and a microfluidic system for deformability based
cell sorting will be built.
It is understood that the particle focusing in confined flow is a new emerging
topic. Only a few studies on particle focusing in non-circular cross-section chan-
nel has been carried out. For more complex channels, as the interaction between
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particle and fluid exist in a multiple-phase flow, it is hard to give a quantitative
result. The study of size based separation mechanism will thus only focus on
qualitative analysis. Quantitative model for estimation of particle position for
given conditions is beyond the scope of this study.
For deformability based cell sorting, a mathematical model for the cell squeez-
ing process will be built. Since that this is a complex process, and involves many
non-linear processes, the model used in this thesis will be a simplified model.
Build a complete model to reveal the detailed soft cell squeezing process through
a narrow gap is beyond the scope of this study.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
The remaining chapters of this thesis are organised as follows:
Chapter 2 reviews different approaches that focus on size and deformability
based sorting and measuring at single cell level.
Chapter 3 presents the experimental and theoretical study of particle focusing
mechanism in Dean coupled inertial microfluidic with spiral channels. For the
first time, 2-D particle balance positions in spiral channel are observed and the
force balance acting on particles is analysed. This study is essential for the design
of high throughput and high efficiency size based separation chip in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4 presents a microfluidic spiral channel with trapezoidal cross sec-
tion. The particle focusing and trapping behaviour are studied. The separation
performance of rigid beads, blood cells, and human mesenchymal stem cells are
given.
Chapter 5 presents the development of deformability based cell sorting tech-
nology. Sorting data of several types of cells are given. A mathematical model is
build to reveal the mechanical properties of sorted cells.
Chapter 6 summarises the work that has been done in this thesis and outlines
some future research directions.
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Background and Literature Review
In this chapter, methodologists on size and deformability based sorting and mea-
suring in single cell level are reviewed. Although there are some crossover tech-
nologies that considered both size and deformability in sorting, most of the tech-
nologies, however, can be classified as either size or deformability based sorting.
Thus, in the following sections, size and deformability based methods are dis-
cussed separately.
2.1 Microfluidics Methodologies for Size Based
Cell Separation
Size is one of the basic physical properties of a cell. Many micro-scale cell sep-
aration techniques take advantage of this intrinsic property for high performance
separation. These techniques can be broadly classified as active and passive sepa-
ration techniques. Generally, active techniques rely on an external force field for
functionality, while passive techniques rely entirely on the channel geometry and
the inherent hydrodynamic forces for functionality.
2.1.1 Active Separation Methods with External Force Fields
Many intrinsic properties of cells, such as electrical conductivity, optical polariz-
ability, magnetic property, and mass are related to cell size. For instance, electrical
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impedance, or conductivity varies with cell diameter. When subjected to an exter-
nal field that transduces a size-dependent, force-bearing response in the cell, the
difference of these properties between different cell types could be recognized by
the difference in the magnitude of such forces. Utilizing this phenomenon, several
types of cell separation technologies were developed [63, 72, 81, 83, 101, 104].
Since at least one suitable external field is required, these technologies were clas-
sified as active separation methods.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the basic operation of active separation methods. As cell
mixture enters from one inlet, the side flow from the other inlet will align cell
samples to one of the channel side walls. When the cells reach the fractionation
chamber they come under the influence of the external force field. The external
force induces vertical migration of cells in relation to their size. The cells are thus
separated when exiting the chamber. By designing proper bifurcation near the exit
of the chamber section, cells with different sizes and other intrinsic properties will
be guided to different outlets, thus achieving the separation.
It is obvious that the integration of external fields, such as magnetic field [81],
electric field [101], optical field [63, 104], or acoustic field [72, 83] will increase
the device complexity, and production cost. The biological structure of the cells
may also be damaged due to the energy absorption, and thus affect the down
stream analysis of the cell samples. These disadvantages motivate researchers to
find more reliable technologies for cell separation.
2.1.2 Passive Separation Methods
Different from methods that require an external field to induce cell separation,
methods that rely entirely on barrier of channel obstructive patterns, hydrody-
namic effect, or the combination of both within a microfluidic device achieve
separation passively. They can be classified into several subgroups.
2.1.2.1 Size-exclusion separation with obstructive patterns
Separation based on obstructive pattern, also known as microfluidic filter, is the
most straightforward method among the passive separation technologies. It uti-
lizes specially designed barriers that allow only cells with certain mechanical or
9
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Figure 2.1: The schematic illustration of active separation with external force
field.
physical properties to pass through [46]. Several typical designs are shown in
Figure 2.2.
As one of the typical microfluidic filters, Mohamed, et al. [68] introduced a
microfluidic chip with pillar array with decreasing gaps along flow direction for
isolating CTCs. With such patterns, cells with relatively large size when flowing in
the channel will be retained at the entrance of the earlier columns of gaps, while
smaller cells, as their diameters are smaller than the gap size, will go through
easily. The main problem with this approach is the poor stability of operation.
When a large cell is stopped at the entrance of a gap, other cells have to make
a detour to go forward. As all the large cells may be retained at the same line,
the flow distribution will be severely interrupted. To avoid this problem, Tan et
al. [97, 98] introduced an array of crescent-shaped isolation wells (or cell traps)
to trap CTCs from whole blood. Since there are large spaces between these cell
traps, other cells can make a detour easily. By taking advantage of continuous
flow, a chip based on such traps was reported to be able to achieve 80% CTCs
capture efficiency at 0.7 mL/h.
In the two devices described above, trapped cells need to be released and re-
trieved for further analysis by an additional back flow, which increased the op-
eration complexity. The throughput for large cells is also limited by the number
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Figure 2.2: Schematic illustrating size-exclusion separation designs. (A) Weir
structure size-exclude cellular allowing flow of smaller cells to pass through a
planar slit. (B) Arrays of pillars which exclude cells larger than the spacing of the
pillars. (C) Crescent-shaped isolation wells that only trap larger cells. (D) Cross-
flow filters that alow continuous flow and collection of both large and small cells
from different outlets.
of traps or gaps. As a solution, pillar-based cross flow separator was introduced
by Ji et al. [46]. Another cross flow cell sorting technique with weir structures
was designed by Wildings et al. [107]. With weir structures, gaps are created in
between weirs and the top cover of the chip to permit smaller cells to go through
while impeding the movement of larger cells. With cross flow, both large and
small cells can be collected from outlets directly. Since there is no limitation on
cell number, the separation can be conducted continuously. The major drawback
of this approach is the inevitable clogging of the gaps.
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2.1.2.2 Deterministic lateral displacement
To reduce clogging of the gaps, a method of continuous separation based on de-
terministic lateral displacement (DLD) principle was introduced by Huang L.R.
et al. [41], as shown in Figure 2.3. The device consists of arrays of micro pillar
structures with gap larger than cell size within the main flow channel. In such ar-
rays, cells of different diameters flow along different deterministic paths. Multiple
streams based on cell size are formed downstream of the arrays. A wide range of
cell sizes can thus be continuously separated [33, 38, 70, 71, 115]. DLD provided
the important insight that, it is not necessary for the gap size of device pattern
to fall in the size range of the cells. However, the large number of obstructions
within the flow channel will increase fabrication cost and the pillar defect or gap
clogging after long periods of use may lead to functional failure.
2.1.2.3 Wall-against alignment
The concepts of hydrodynamic filtration [112] and pinched flow fractionation
[111] were introduced by Yamada et al. respectively. These two methods avoid
the complex obstruction structures inside the microfluidic channel, so that cells
can follow through the main flow stream all the time. The operating principles of
both methods are similar: When cells are flowing aligned to channel side wall, the
center of smaller sized cell will be aligned closer to the channel wall compared
with that of larger cells. The alignment can either be achieved by draining liquid
from both sides of the channel as hydrodynamic filtration does (Figure 2.4A), or
by pumping a dilute sample stream along with a sheath buffer from different inlets
separately to align the sample to one of the side walls in the narrow segment of
the microfluidic channel, as pinched flow fractionation does (Figure 2.4B). Dif-
ferent outlet segments can be added to the cell alignment segment to direct cells
of different sizes into distinct outlets to achieve separation. As the separation is
based solely on the laminar flow profile in the microfluidic channel, cells of vary-
ing sizes can be separated succesfully. In both methods, the channel dimensions
are larger than the cell diameters. This minimizes clogging and further increases
throughput. However, these methods are limited by the flow rate. Samples can
only be processed at low Reynolds number. When the flow rate increases, inertial
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Figure 2.3: Schematic illustrating the separation by deterministic lateral displace-
ment in an array of microposts.The asymmetrical placements of the posts in the
array cause particles of different sizes to follow different flow paths. This re-
sults in an in lateral displacement and thus separation of particles by size. Image
reprinted with permission from [71], copyright 2008, by The National Academy
of Sciences of the USA.
lift forces in the channel acting on the particles will dominantly affect particle
motion, and consequently separation efficiency.
2.1.2.4 Inertial microfluidics
A rigid spherical particle translating at small Reynolds number in a shear flow
field experiences a lift due to the small inertia and wall effect. It results in parti-
cle migration across the streamlines of an undisturbed, laminar flow [4]. It was
found that due to inertial lift force the concentration distribution of the particles
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Figure 2.4: Schematic illustrating the wall-against alignment based separation
technologies. Cells/particles are aligned to the channel side wall(s) by (A) pushing
the sample stream along side wall with a sheath buffer, or (B) draining liquid from
both channel side branches.
inside channel of a laminar flow is non-uniform. Particles tend to concentrate at
certain area of the channel cross sections as determined by several parameters. In
a rectangular straight microfluidic channel, for example, particles with diameter
over 0.07 of channel equivalent diameter will be focused at  20% of channel
equivalent diameter from the channel wall at a Reynolds number range of 2-700.
The mechanism of this particle focusing is that two inertial lift forces, the shear-
induced lift force and the wall-induced lift force [26] can equilibrate the particles
at distinct positions within the microfluidic channel cross section based on their
size in relation to the microfluidic channel dimensions [23].
This leads to the insight that, although inertial lift forces can affect separation
efficiency in hydrodynamic filtration and pinched flow fractionation, it may also
be employed for size based cell separation. The first design that utilizes inertial lift
force for particle sorting was introduced by Di Carlo et al. [26] in 2007. Various
designs based on inertial force induced separation were developed subsequently
by many groups [11, 43, 49, 55, 65, 117].
Figure 2.5 shows two different approaches that exploit inertial phenomena for
cell separation. In Figure 2.5A, large red blood cells subjected to inertial lift force
are focused along the two longer wall of a channel with a rectangular cross sec-
tion, while small bacteria, are uniformly distributed in the channel cross section
since their inertia is negligible. By collecting red blood cells from bifurcates at
both two sides of the main channel wall, the pathogenic bacteria cells can be re-
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moved from diluted blood. The significant advantage of this method is that the
separation relies entirely on intrinsic hydrodynamic forces. As a consequence, the
design of the system could be very simple. Also, by taking advantage of the larger
channel dimensions (relative to the sample cell sizes), this method can achieve
high volume throughput and eliminate clogging. With a massively parallel mi-
crofluidic device that integrates 40 single microchannels, a flow rate of 240 mL/h
with a throughput of 400 million cells/min can be achieved. One of the drawbacks
of this device is that there is a limitation on the efficiency of bacteria removed due
to their uniform distribution. The second drawback concerns the separation reso-
lution. The size difference between the two cell groups to be separated should be
considerably large, so that one group can be focused while no significant inertial
effect is active in the other group.
Figure 2.5: (A) Schematic of straight channel design with one inlet and three out-
lets for inertial focusing based blood separation. Figure reprinted with permission
from [64], copyright 2010, Wiley Periodicals, Inc. (B) The concept of soft inertial
separation with the formation of the curved and focused sample flow segment and
particle momentum loss induced inertial force on fluid element. Figure reprinted
with permission from [109], copyright 2009, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
The device for soft inertial separation shown in Figure 2.5B appears to be
similar to that for pinched flow fractionation, but their working principles are
different. The approach for soft inertial separation relies on a combination of an
asymmetrical sheath flow and a proper channel geometry to generate a soft inertial
force on the sample fluid in the curved and focused sample flow segment to deflect
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larger particles away while keeping the smaller ones on or near the original flow
streamline. The bands of large and small particles at the end segment are the
reverse of that in pinched flow fractionation. This device is also applied to the
separation of red blood cells from bacteria. The purity of this separation can
reach up to 99.7%, but the flow rate is limited to 18 µL/min with a 20 × diluted
blood sample.
Another separation device that combined inertial focusing and pinched flow
was introduced by Bhagat [9] and Kwon [51], respectively. The schematic il-
lustration of the design by Bhagat is shown in Figure 2.6. The microchannel
design consists of a high aspect ratio rectangular microchannel patterned with a
contraction-expansion array. This array has two regions, i.e., the cell-focusing re-
gion and the pinching region that provide different functions. In the cell-focusing
region, under the influence of shear-modulated inertial lift forces all the cells equi-
librate efficiently along the channel side walls. When large cells flow through the
particle pinching region, their center of mass aligns along the channel center while
smaller particles remain focused along the channel side walls. Proper design of
bifurcating outlets enables the collection of larger particles at the center outlet and
the collection of smaller particles at the side outlets.
Utilizing both inertial focusing and pinched flow, this device can achieve (i)
higher separation efficiency than that achievable by devices based on basic inertial
focusing with rectangular straight channels, and (ii) higher throughput than that
achievable by devices base on a soft inertial design. Results from experiments
show that the device is capable of separate spiked CTCs from peripheral blood
at a concentration of 1:5  2% (v/v) with  80% CTCs recovery, or separation
efficiency, at a throughput of 400 µL/min. Since narrow channel is utilized for
pinched flow in this device, there is a higher probability for clogging to occur, this
remains the main weakness of this design.
A special design of contraction-expansion pattern, with larger channel and
expansion sections, can induce vertical vortices to form in the expansion sections,
i.e., the chamber of the channel. Figure 2.7a shows a design utilizing both inertia
and such vortices for separation. Large particles are more susceptible to be trapped
in the vortex at a high Reynolds number, and thus can be held inside the chamber
while smaller ones just pass through via the contraction sections by the dominant
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Figure 2.6: Schematic illustration of a inertial microfluidic device with pinched
flow segment for rare cell isolation from blood. Figure reprinted with permission
from [9], copyright 2011, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
effect of inertia focusing. The trajectories of both large and small particles at the
same flow rate are illustrated in Figure 2.7b.
It can be seen that, although the structured pattern of a vortex-trapping device
is similar to that of devices based on inertial focusing and pinched channel, the
behaviour of particles in the first device is different from that in the other two due
to totally different operation principles. In an inertial focusing device or a pinched
channel device, large cells are aligned at the center of the channel width, while in
a vortex-trapping device, smaller particles are focused close to the center of the
channel at width direction.
The uniqueness of this design is that the separation is achieved by sequential
operations. During the process, the flow rate is set to be higher at the beginning,
so that all the small particles can go through the channel and be collected at the
outlet while the large ones are stored in the vortex chambers. After cell sample
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(a) Schematic illustration of the working principle [65]
(b) Trajectory of large(blue) and
small(yellow) particles within a closed
vortex. Figure reprinted with permission
from [116], copyright 2011, The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
(c) Trajectory of large(green) and
small(blue) particles within a self-
releasing vortex. Figure reprinted with
permission from [105], copyright 2012,
The Royal Society of Chemistry.
Figure 2.7: Size selective trapping and separation in an inertial microfluidics with
vertical vortex. large particles are trapped with in the vortex while small ones can
pass through the channel.
went through, buffer fluid will be introduced and the flow rate will be decreased
to release the large cells from the chamber so that they can be collected at the
same outlet. Since the design of patterned channel has a design with single inlet
and a single outlet, it is easy to integrate multiple channels in a small area to
increase the throughput, which is an advantage over other designs. However, there
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are several drawbacks of this design. Firstly, down stream bifurcation and extra
valves are required to redirect small and large particles into different collection
channels, which increases the complexity of the whole system and makes it hard
to integrate with other down stream analysis. Secondly, limited by the capacity of
the chambers, this technology is only applicable for samples containing a small
number of large particles/cells but incapable of sorting large cell population of
large cells, such as separating white blood cells from red blood cells, for example.
To overcome these limitations, a self-releasing vortex pattern was developed
by Wang et al. in 2012 [105], as shown in Figure 2.7c. In this design, large
particles trapped in the vortices will be released from the corner outlets next to the
main channel. According to the experiment data, the separation efficiency of this
modified design is lower than that of closed chamber.
2.1.2.5 Dean coupled inertial microfluidics
In a plane Poiseuille flow, fluid inside a channel exhibits a shear flow field with
a hyperbolic profile at a certain Reynolds number range, i.e., a maximum veloc-
ity at the centroid of the cross section of the channel and zero velocity at wall
surfaces. This is the reason that particles suspended in such a non-uniform flow
fields experience appreciable inertial lift force, and leading to their focusing at
specific positions within the cross section of the channels. Moreover, if the fluid
changes its direction, i.e., in a curved channel, the fluid experiences centrifugal
acceleration directed radially outward of the curve. Since the magnitude of the
acceleration is proportional to the square of the rotational velocity, the centrifu-
gal force at the centroid of the channel cross section is higher than that near the
channel walls. The non-uniform centrifugal force and the induced pressure lead
to the formation of two counter-rotating vortices, known as Dean vortices, at the
top and bottom halves of the channel. Thus, particles flowing in such channels
experience a drag force due to the presence of these transverse Dean flows. In
low aspect ratio (larger width than depth) rectangular cross section channels, this
motion is confirmed by observing particles moving back and forth along the chan-
nel width between the inner and outer walls with increasing downstream distance
when visualized from the top or bottom of a spiral channel [8].
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Figure 2.8 shows the design of a device utilizing Dean drag force as reported
by Lee et al. in 2011 [55]. In this design, asymmetric contraction-expansion
array was applied to couple the inertia lift and the Dean drag on particles. The
microfluidic device consists of two inlets, two outlets, and a contraction-expansion
segment at one side of a straight channel. The channel height of this design is
lower than that for a vortex trapping channel but the flow rate is higher. With this
special design, the vertical vortices in the expansion segments are weak, while
there are Dean flows along the channel cross section according to simulation.
When the cell mixture enters from one inlet, the side focusing flow from the other
inlet will align cell samples to one of the channel side wall (upper wall in the
figure). Once the particle reaches the contraction expansion segment, the direction
of particle migration is determined by balancing the magnitudes of two forces, i.e.,
the inertial lift and Dean drag. At a proper flow condition, the particles can have
an opposite direction of migration, resulting in a separating, i.e., the large particles
to the top side wall and the smaller particles to the bottom side wall.
This chip is utilized to separate cancer cells from human whole blood and
a throughput of 1.1×108 cells/min, with cancer cell recovery rate of 99.5% and
blood cells rejection ratio of 92.8%, was reported [54]. Since this chip requires
a second inlet for the focusing of the sample, it is more complex compared with
devices that require only single inlet. The dispersed band of 10µm particles also
indicates that it is a challenge to separate 10µm particles from 4µm or 14µm ones
with the reported device. In another report by the same research group [55], a sep-
aration between 10µm and 4µm particles was achieved with 6.7×103/min, which
is much lower than that achieved in the separation between cancer cells and blood
cells.
In curved channel with a constant radius, the Dean flow is constant and the
focusing positions of particles are different from those in straight channels in the
presence of the Dean drag force. Instead of two bands as observed in a straight-
channel inertial focusing from top view, a single band is observed [11, 30]. This
phenomena inspired researchers to develop Dean-coupled inertia cell sorting tech-
nologies with a spiral pattern [8, 10, 11, 27, 67, 76, 87, 90, 91].
Figure 2.9 shows a design of a separation chip with a spiral microfluidic chan-
nel. The randomly dispersed particles equilibrate at different equilibrium posi-
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Figure 2.8: Particle separation with Dean-coupled inertial focusing in contrac-
tionexpansion array. A micrograph of the fabricated microchannel in shown on
the top, while the separation principle is illustrated with a schematic of the in the
bottom of the figure. Figure reprinted with permission from [55], copyright 2011,
Elsevier.
tions along the inner wall of the spiral microchannel under the influence of the
inertial lift force and the Dean drag force. Separation between individual particle
streams is enhanced by opening the spiral channel into a wider straight channel
before extracting the individual streams using a multiple outlet design. One sig-
nificant advantage of this method is that since the channel cross section remains
constant and several times larger than the sample cell sizes, it not only prevents
the channel from clogging, but also allows high throughput. Taking advantage
of the single inlet design, the operation of this method can be very simple: only
one syringe pump is required for the sorting. Experiments showed that the Dean-
coupled inertial migration in spiral microchannels can reach  106 cells/min to
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separate 8µm cells from 15µm cells with a  90% separation efficiency [49].
Figure 2.9: Schematic of the spiral microfluidic for size based particle separation
utilizing Dean-coupled inertia balancing. Figure reprinted with permission from
[49], copyright 2009, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
A steady state force balance of a particle in a spiral microfluidic channel re-
sults in particle focusing aligned to the inner channel wall. However, a major
limitation of such a system is the reduction on the separation resolution as the
particles become more similar in size or the concentration of particles increases.
To overcome this limitation, a spiral channel utilizing the dynamic balancing of
Dean drag and inertial lift was proposed [8].
Figure 2.10 illustrates a Dean flow fractionation of large cells, where large
cells are focused under the dominant inertial lift force and small cells simply fol-
low the Dean flow. The design consists of a 2-inlet 2-outlet spiral microchannel
with dimensions of 500×160 µm (w×h). Under this channel dimension, the larger
CTCs undergo inertial focusing, while the migration of the smaller hematologic
cells (RBCs and leukocytes) is solely affected by the Dean drag. By confining
the sample to the outer half of the channel cross-section at the inlet and allow-
ing one complete Dean cycle migration by choosing appropriate conditions (i.e.,
channel length and flow rate), CTCs can be focused at the two equilibrium posi-
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tions near the inner channel wall while the RBCs and leukocytes circulate along
the Dean vortex and move back to the outer half of the channel. Using bifurcated
outlets the CTCs and hematologic cells can be separated and collected separately.
The advantage of this technique is its ability to process very high concentration
(hematocrit) samples ( 20%) as compared to microfluidic systems based solely
on inertial forces. Since the second inlet is necessary, the sample dilution leads to
a large processed volume that needs additional concentration processing, which
is a disadvantage of this design. Moreover, dynamic balancing is highly sensitive
to many parameters, in particular, variation in the channel height, length and flow
rate, may result in an increase in the failure rate for the separation process.
Figure 2.10: Schematic of CTC isolation chip illustrating the operating principle
of Dean flow fractionation. Figure reprinted with permission from [8], copyright
2011, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
The passive microfluidic methodologies for size based cell/particle separation
that reviewed in this section are summarized in Table 2.1. From the table, it can
be seen that the size-exclusion and DLD technologies are able to provide highest
throughput, while they both have a disadvantage of complex structures that will
lead to high fabrication cost and low robust. The inertial effect related methods
are are able to provide comparable throughput and share the advantages of simple
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structure and clogging free, but the separation qualities need further improvement.
The other methods, limited by their low throughputs, are not applicable for many
separations.
Since that the inertial microfluidics involves multiphase fluidics which re-
quires complex model design and high computing resources, the numerical or
computational studies are mostly limited to 2D model or axial symmetry model
[4, 17, 18, 47, 50, 69, 82, 84, 92, 113]. By these studies, the principle of inertial
focusing have been explained clearly and the magnitude and direction of the lift
force that applied to a particle at different position of the tube have been given.
Those achieved empirical or semi-empirical formulas have greatly helped the de-
velopment of the inertial microfluidic devices [8, 25, 26, 49, 54, 74, 87, 90, 99].
For the Dean-coupled inertial microfluidics, fitting formulas from computational
simulation are used to estimate the Dean drag force applies to particles [10, 49]
and help researchers to design and understand the working principle of the mi-
crofluidic separation. While there is no direct numerical or computational model
have been reported to simulate the particle behaviour in a inertial or Dean coupled
inertial microfluidics, the major methodology to improve the performance of a
microfluidic design is by experimental trials with the guide of the theoretical and
empirical equations.
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Background and Literature Review
2.2 Methodologies for Deformability Based Cell
Sorting
Themeasurement of cell deformability has long been a research problem in biome-
chanics [6]. The techniques for estimating the deformability of isolated static
cells include micropipette aspiration [6, 36], atomic force microscopy (AFM)
[1, 59, 66, 86], microfluidics, magnetic tweezers [7], microplate manipulation,
optical tweezers or laser traps [94], and optical stretcher [96].
A summary of single-cell manipulation technique for mechanical property
measurement is shown in Figure 2.11. These techniques greatly facilitated quan-
titative experimental and computational studies at the nano- and micro-scale on
how the mechanical properties of a cell can be altered by the organizational or
molecular changes occurring within the cell that can lead to or can arise from hu-
man diseases. However, these measurement techniques suffer from low efficiency
due to artificial measurement errors and poor statistics.
Figure 2.11: Schematic illustrations of the techniques used to probe the deforma-
tion of single cells. Figure reprinted with permission from [96], copyright 2007,
Elsevier.
To increase the efficiency of the measurement, several microfluidic-based ap-
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proaches have been proposed to apply force on isolated cells in order to measure
their deformability continuously.
Optical tweezers have been particularly successful in studying a variety of bi-
ological systems since the pioneering work of Ashkin and colleagues in 1986 [3].
In this approach, a highly-focused laser beam is used to generate an attractive or
repulsive force, typically on the order of piconewtons, depending on the refrac-
tive index mismatch to physically hold and move microscopic dielectric objects.
Figure 2.12 shows an optical deformability cytometry system reported by Guck’s
group [53] which was first developed in 2004 [60]. In the design, the flow of the
suspended cell between two reservoirs was controlled by a hydrostatic pressure
differential. When a cell moves close to the glass microcapillar chamber with two
counter placed optical fibers at both sides of the chamber, the counter propagating
NIR laser beams will trap and hold the cell at the center of the chamber. Cells are
then deformed by the forces arising from the momentum transfer of light to the
surface of the cell due to the change in the refractive index. The deformation of
the cell along the optical axis was then measured by calculating the elongation of
the cell caused by the optically induced surface stress.
One drawback of optical deformability cytometry is that it is impossible to ap-
ply large force on the objects. The optical force itself was utilized to automatically
align the object to the centre of the light beam. Since the capturing force is weak,
the flow velocity of the sample must be kept low. Thus, the efficiency of this sys-
tem is limited. The throughput of this method is on the order of 100 cells/hour,
and time for the analysis of each cell is on the order of 10 seconds [61]. This
technology is also hindered by the complexity of instrumentation fabrication as it
needs to integrate optical fibers on the microfluidic device. Moreover, the high en-
ergy applied to the cells may change the biochemical and biomechanical property
of the intracellular components.
Another attempt to perform continuous measurement of cell deformability is
to design a narrow gap within a microfluidic channel [40, 93] for cell to pass
through, as shown in Figure 2.13. In this type of experiments, hydrostatic pressure
differential between the inlet and the outlet was used to generate the flow. Analysis
on the elongation index and the velocity of the individual cells is conducted using
information obtained from the recoded video of cell movement video after running
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Figure 2.12: Principle and set up of a microfluidic device with optical stretcher for
cell deformability measurement. A). Two counter propagating NIR laser beams
emanating from the cores of single-mode optical fibers are used to trap and deform
single cells. B) Experimental set up of the system. C). Phase-contrast images of
a cell being optically trapped (left) and stretched (middle). Image reprinted with
permission from [53], copyright 2009, by The National Academy of Sciences of
the USA.
samples. Generally less deformable cells have smaller elongation index and will
spend a longer time passing through the gap. The advantage of this method is that
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mechanical force was applied directly to the samples to mimic the real capillary
condition. One key issue with this approach is that the fixed gap pattern cannot
accommodate the large variation in cell size. If the channel is clogged by a large
cell, it becomes useless.
Figure 2.13: Optical images showing a cell squeezing through a fixed gap mi-
crochannel for the evaluation of its deformability according to its passage time
and elongation index. Image reprinted with permission from [40], copyright 2009,
Springer Science.
To increase the throughput and to reduce the probability of clogging, some
techniques were developed to sort cells by their deformability by massively par-
allel processing using lattice pattern [13–15]. In this type of devices, a variety
of array patterns were placed in the microfluidic field and cells were forced to
squeeze through the gaps between the patterns, as shown in Figure 2.14. Due to
the variation in the gap size, cells can be sorted by their relative deformability. A
throughput of thousands of cells in around 10 minutes was reported by Gifford et
al. [29]. Similar to the device for single channel measurement, this type of de-
vices also do not consider size variation of cells, which makes it only applicable
for cells with homogeneous geometry and dimension, such as red blood cells.
Recently, Hur et al. [45] found that, deformable particles are subjected to vis-
coelasticity induced force in a shear flow (in addition to inertial force). With the
existence of this force, deformable particles will exhibit a lateral bias, as com-
pared to rigid particles, as shown in Figure 2.15. This phenomena was utilized to
develop a deformability based separation device with a rectangular cross section
straight channel as reported in [45]. There are two advantages in this method: (i)
The device is simple to fabricate and operate. (ii) The throughput of such a device
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Figure 2.14: Lattice pattern for malaria RBC seperation. (A) Illustration of the
device design. (B) Experimental images illustrating the moving of ring stage P.
falciparum-infected (red arrows) and uninfected (blue arrows) RBCs. (C) The
computational RBC model with P. falciparum parasite as a rigid sphere inside the
cell. (D) simulation images of P. falciparum-infected RBCs traveling in channels
of converging (left) and diverging (right) pore geometry. Figure reprinted with
permission from [13], copyright 2011, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
is much higher than other devices for such a purpose. Since the lateral position
of particles mainly depends on their size due to the dominant inertial force, the
separation implies a size-deformability coupling. For this reason, the resolution
of deformability measurement is low.
Flow field was also applied to generate stretching force field [32, 56]. In terms
of throughput, Gossett introduced a high throughput device for deformability cy-
tometry recently [32]. The principle of this device is illustrated in Figure 2.16.
In this device, cells focused to the center line of the channel were delivered to a
stretching extensional flow formed by two counter-flow streams. The flow field
can apply a stretching force on the focused cells individually in order to create a
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Figure 2.15: Classifying and separating cells and particles by deformability in
inertial microfluidic. The balance between two lateral forces, namely inertial lift
force, and viscoelasticity induced force leads to unique lateral inertial focusing
equilibrium positions for deformable particles and rigid particles with various di-
ameters. Figure reprinted with permission from [45], copyright 2011, The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
force imbalance on the cell so as to force them to flow out through one of the re-
lease channels. High speed camera was used to record the stretching process and
cell size and shape metrics was then extracted with an automated image analysis
algorithm. The device was reported to be able to process 2000 cells per second
[31], which is three orders higher than most of the existing methods for measuring
mechanical properties of cells.
Since cell deformability information can only be processed from the record
after the flow process, it is not applicable for cell separation according to their de-
formability, which is a major drawback of the method. Moreover, since cells were
released due to the force imbalance during the stretching process, the stretching
force acting on the cells before the onset of the imbalance may not remain constant
even for cells of uniform size. The measured result may thus not be accurate.
The microfluidic methodologies for deformability based cell sorting that re-
viewed in this section are summarized in Table 2.2. Among the methodologies,
hydrodynamic stretcher have the most competitive throughput. Inertial microflu-
idics also have very high throughput. The throughputs of these two methods are so
high that the result have to be analysed from the off-line record, which make the
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Figure 2.16: Principles of fluid-coupled microfluidic deformability cytometry.
(A) A photograph of the cytometry device. (B) A schematic of the microfluidic
device that focuses cells to the channel center line before delivering them to the
stretching extensional flow. (C) A schematic of the deformation of a cell delivered
to the center of an extensional flow by being previously aligned at an inertial fo-
cusing position. (D) High speed microscopic images showing a focused cell enter-
ing the extensional flow region. (E) Definitions of the shape parameters extracted
from images. (F) Density scatter plot of size and deformability measurements of
single human embryonic stem cells. Image reprinted with permission from [32],
copyright 2012, by The National Academy of Sciences of the USA.
separation impossible. The other two methodologies have relatively low through-
put and more complex device, while the optical stretcher have chance to separate
the samples according to its real time measurement result.
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2.3 Concluding Remarks
Existing methods for size- and deformability-based cell sorting have been re-
viewed in this chapter. Collectively these methods indicate a strong interest in
the study of cells and their physical and mechanical properties in the context of
how such properties may relate to biological functions. The available data suggest
that both cell size and deformability can be used as inherent cell markers.
In size-based separation, three classes of methods that are capable of pro-
ducing reasonably high throughput ( 106 particles/min) are (i) the mechanical
membrane filter (MMF), (ii) the deterministic lateral displacement (DLD), and
(iii) inertial microfluidics (IM). Mechanical membrane filters, though capable of
achieving the highest throughput ( 109 cells/min) among these methods, suffers
from severe clogging, especially when dealing with complex particle/cell mixtures
with diverse sizes and concentrations. The DLD method is the most effective in
the high-resolution separation of smaller particles ( 1 µm), while for cells, its
throughput can reach 105 cells/min but the resolution decreases for flexible par-
ticles. Inertial microfluidics, with throughputs comparable to MMF, have been
applied recently in many practical applications.
There is still a large gap between the separation ability of current devices and
the requirement of many clinical applications in terms of throughput and reso-
lution. The requirement of a ideal microfluidic technology for size-based cell
separation can be summarized as follows:
Free of clogging The channel dimensions should be large enough to allow the
largest sample to go through freely without touching the channel walls, so
that no clogging will occur during the process.
High concentration The device should be able to process high concentration
samples so as to reduce the sample volume as well as the processing time.
This is especially important for blood separation.
High throughput for all cell populations This is necessary for the separation of
blood, i.e. separate white blood cells from red blood cells.
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High efficiency and resolution The device should be able to deal with cells of
similar size.
Easy fabrication and operation A passive separation is necessary to control the
fabrication cost of the device as well as simplify the separation process.
Compared with size-based separation, there are fewer technologies developed
for deformability-based cell separation. This is partly due to the difficulty in ap-
pling directional force on suspended particles, as well as extracting deformation
information during the separation process. In addition, the variation of cell size
also needs to be considered. For deformability-based cell sorting, it is desirable to
have a device with the following properties:
Large volume sorting The device should be able to process in high throughput
mode.
Handling sample with large size variation Clinical applications usually many
types of cells that have large size variation.
Accurate force information It is necessary to know the forces that are applied
on each cell.
Free of clogging The device should be able to release all cells after the measure-
ment.
Sorting after measurement For down stream processing, separation of cells ac-




Microfluidics for Particle Focusing
In Chapter 2, various size based cell sorting methods were reviewed. The develop-
ment trend strongly indicates that Dean-inertial coupled microfluidic would be the
most promising technology among them. For the design of next generation tech-
nology that aims on the throughput and efficiency of sorting, it is important to un-
derstand the working principle of Dean-inertial coupled microfluidics, especially
the spiral patterns that have outstanding performance. Currently, the relation-
ship between the focusing positions and various parameters such as particle size
and flow rate in a spiral microfluidic channel has been studied by several groups
[23, 27, 49, 67, 76, 78, 79, 90]. Between these study, Ookawara [78, 79], Russom
[87], Di Carlo [23] and Sun [95] suggested that particles equilibrate at two sepa-
rate positions along the vertical axis (channel depth), while other papers hold that
the particles are focusing near the centre of the channel depth [27, 49, 67, 76, 90].
However, there is no direct experimental observation to support statement of ether
side. The widely adopted assumption of particle focusing in the mid-plane is
therefore untested.
In this chapter, a double polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) cast device is intro-
duced to experimentally observe the exact focusing positions of particles in the
depth direction from the side view. With the results obtained in the experiment
and a computational fluid dynamics simulation, a detailed numerical model will
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be presented to explain the various forces acting on particles suspended in these
spiral channels in the second part of this chapter.
3.1 Experimental Observation of Side View
Particle Focusing in Spiral Microfluidic
Channel
PDMS is a widely used materiel in microfluidic studies for its various advan-
tageous properties such as transparency, chemical stability, ease of casting and
bonding. Since the microfluidic channels are cast with silicon mold, the design
of microfluidic was limited to 2D channel pattern. As the patterned PDMS layer
was bonded to a glass slide, only the top-bottom observation was available in mi-
crofluidic study with traditional optical microscopy. Confocal microscopy was
also used in the study, but it cannot provide clear 3D image of particles inside the
channel [95], probably due to the fast moment of the particle. For the observation
of inertial focus in straight channel, since that the channel can be designed to be
of either high aspect ratio or low aspect ratio, the particle focusing mechanism can
be studied 3 dimensionally [12, 19, 64, 99]. While for curved channel, only top
view observation was achieved.
3.1.1 Device design and fabrication
For the observation of particle focusing from the side view, spiral channel with
a low aspect ratio rectangular cross section was designed and fabricated. Al-
though inertial focusing within straight channels has been reported to require only
4 cm [12], the Dean vortices generated in curvilinear microchannel applies ad-
ditional force on the particles, requiring longer channel length for the suspended
particles to migrate to their balancing position [11]. Considering this, the mi-
crofluidic channels used in all of the following experiments were designed to be
8-loops single-inlet two-outlet spiral with radius increasing from 8 mm to 24 mm
to provide sufficient length for particle migration. Since the dimensions of the
channel are in sub-millimetre range, the master mold with the specific channel
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cross sections for subsequent PDMS casting was milled in polymethyl methacry-
late (PMMA) (Whits Technologies, Singapore). Due to the limitation of milling
tool, the tolerance of the pattern is controlled to within 10µm in the x-y (chan-
nel width) direction and 2 µm in the z-direction (channel depth) with a surface
roughness of Ra 0.8. The mold was carefully inspected and its dimensions were
measured accurately before use.
The chip is made of two PDMS layers, a top layer with channel pattern and
a flat bottom layer. For the fabrication of the top layer, Sylgard 184 silicone
elastomer (PDMS) prepolymer was mixed in a 10:1 ratio with the curing agent
and is cast from the master mold. The bottom layer was cast with a 100 or 150
mm cell culture dish. Both layers are  3 mm thick. After 1h curing at 70 C
in an oven, the two PDMS layers were peeled off and bonded together by proper
plasma treatment (COVANCE, Femto Science Inc., Korea) and 0.5h bake at 70
C in an oven. 1.5mm input and output ports were punched prior to bonding with
Harris Uni-Core (Ted Pella, Inc., USA).
For the measurement of the vertical focusing positions, the device is cut along
the periphery of the spiral channel with a  2 mm gap between the channel and
edge of the PDMS part. The PDMS chip with the channel pattern is then placed
vertically in a flat-bottomed petri-dish and a second cast of PDMS is poured to
hold the chip (Figure 3.1). Tygon tubings are connected to the ports before the
second cast to prevent PDMS from flowing into the channel. During the experi-
ment, the device is placed on an inverted microscope and the image of the straight
section is captured using fluorescent particles. Since PDMS is an elastic material
the cross section of channel would undergo pressure induced deformation due to
high driving pressure. High speed images are taken near the outer reservoir where
the pressure of channel is close to atmospheric pressure to minimize the influence
of channel expansion.The device shown in Figure 3.1 is also used for size based
particle separation. For separation experiment, the second cast is not required.
3.1.2 Fluid preparation
The microchannel used for side view observation is 600 µm wide and 80 µm deep,
i.e. the aspect ratio is 7.5 (width/height). Following previous studies [11, 23, 49],
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Figure 3.1: An actual spiral microfluidic device for side view focusing position
measurement. The microfluidic channel is filled with red dye for visualization.
Samples are flowed from centre loops to outer loops for the consideration of the
microscope focusing.
fluorescent particles are used to track their paths. Since the refractive index dif-
ference between water and the PDMS channel is large, it is challenging to image
fluorescent particles diluted with water within the channel through a thick piece
of PDMS due to significant refraction at the interface. To overcome this, dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) and ethanol are mixed in a ratio of 1:1, which produces a mix-
ture with refractive index of 1.42, density of 0.9805 g/ml and viscosity of 0.978
mPa·s at 298.15 K [75]. The refractive index of the mixture is similar to that of
PDMS (1.43) and enhances imaging by elimination of refraction based dispersion
[16]. The solution was shown to dissolve the polystyrene (PS) particles (Bangs
Laboratories, Inc. USA) and Tygon tubing slightly after prolonged immersion of
1 week. However, for the short duration of the experiments, the fluid mixture has
no effect on both the particles and the tubings, making it an ideal replacement for
water in the experiments.
3.1.3 Result of Side View Focusing
The side view image of fluorescent particle focusing in a spiral channel is shown in
Figure 3.2. 15.5 µm fluorescent particles were diluted to 0.1% (v/v) with DMSO
ethanol solution and flowed in a 600 µm wide, and 80 µm deep channel. The fluid
is driven by a NE-1000 syringe pump (New Era Pump Systems, Inc. USA) and
images are captured under a Olympus IX71 (Olympus Inc. Center Valley, PA,
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USA) equipped microscope with Phantom V9.1 camera (Vision Research Inc.
USA).
Figure 3.2: Side view image of fluorescent particle focus at flow rate of 0.5 7.5
mL/min in a 600 µm wide, 80 µm deep spiral channel. The average diameter of
particles is 15.5 µm. The channel walls are indicated with white lines.
In Figure 3.2, two clear bands are observed along the channel depth direction,
indicating two distinct focusing positions near the top and bottom walls. It can be
seen that the focusing position along the depth direction is largely independent of
the flow rate at a range of 0.5 7.5 mL/min. An average intensity of these images,
as shown in Figure 3.3 indicates that the centres of these bands are at 22.0±1.1% of
channel depth to top/bottom walls of channels. The result is in line with previous
experiments [12, 64, 99] in straight rectangular cross section channel that particles
are focused along the longer side of the channel cross section and the focusing
bands are at  20% against channel wall if observed from the shorter side of
the channel cross section. This observation indicates that the inertial lift force
may still be dominant compared with the Dean drag force applied to the particles.
For the magnitude and direction the Dean drag force applied to the particles, a
simulation of the Dean profile is required.
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Figure 3.3: Average intensity of the image showing the focusing position of par-
ticle at side view. Gray circle indicate the exact size of particle
3.2 Simulation and Force Analysis
3.2.1 Numerical Simulation of Dean Flow Field
The Dean flow field of the fluid in curved channel is simulated using commercial
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software COMSOL 4.2a (Burlington, MA).
To be consistent with experiment data, a curved micro-channel section with the
same cross sectional geometry is modelled as a 120o arc with radius of 7.5 mm,
which is the average radius of the curvature of the channel. The parameters of
density  and dynamic viscosity  of the fluid in the channel section are set equal
to those of water. The equations of stationary laminar flow used in this simulation
are given by the Navier-Stokes equation (U  r)U = r  [ PI + (rU +
(rU)T )] + F and the continuity equation of incompressible flow r  U = 0,
where U is the flow velocity, P is the pressure, and I is an identity matrix of
3. The physical model of the entire channel section is set to be incompressible
and non-turbulent. The inlet boundary condition is set with the specified flow rate
while the outlet is set to zero pressure with no viscous stress condition. At channel
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walls, no slip boundary condition is applied. Typical flow rate from 1.0 mL/min
to 8.0 mL/min are simulated to get the full solution for fluid flow at the steady
state. For each simulation, stationary solver is use to achieve a relative tolerance
of 0.001. Meshes at different element size are tested and the results are confirmed
to be grid independent.
After the simulation, components of the flow velocity within the cross-section,
i.e. the secondary Dean flows, are extracted at the center of the arc. According
to the simulation results, there is very small variation in relative magnitude and
directions of the Dean flow velocity for the simulated flow rate range. Thus only
a typical flow rate of 3.5 mL/min is plotted here in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Balance of particles in an 80 µm deep and 600 µm wide rectangular
cross section spiral microchannel. The black cones are CFD simulation result of
the Dean flow field. The experimental images of 15.5±1.1 µm fluorescent beads
distribution from top view and side are placed at the bottom and the left side of
the simulation. By combining the top and side view observations, the positions of
15.5 µm beads at typical flow rate are drawn in gray circle in the channel’s cross
section.
The experimental focusing positions of 15.5 µm particles from the top and
side view in a spiral channel with 80 µm × 600 µm rectangular cross section are
given in the same figure to indicate the direction of the Dean drag force on the
particles. It can be seen that, in contrast to the fixed focusing positions along the
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depth direction, the focusing position of the particles from the top view moves
gradually from the inner wall towards outer wall with increasing flow velocity.
In the simulation, the Dean flow changes its direction at 28±0.5%, indicating
that the Dean drag force at the focusing position (height) is pointing to the inner
wall. These results provide important insights into the focusing mechanism of
particle moving in spiral channels. Detailed force balance will be discussed in the
next subsection.
3.2.2 Forces Subjected on Particle in Curved Channel
A rigid particle flowing with surrounding fluid is subject to the following known
forces: the Drag force FD, the centrifugal force FC , the buoyancy force, i.e. the
pressure gradient force FB, two unsteady forces due to a change of the relative
velocity, the added mass force or virtual mass force FA, and the Basset History
force FH , the gravitational force FG, and the inertial lift force FL.
For the analysis of the forces exerted on a particle in curved microchannel,
a coordinate system (x, y, z) is defined as shown in Figure 3.4. The origin of
the local coordinate is the geometry center of the channel cross section. The
tangential direction of channel curve (main flow direction) is along the x axis.
The axial direction of channel curvature, i.e. the depth direction is the y axis, and
the radial direction of channel (the width direction), is the z axis.
Under this coordinate system, the analysis of the forces applied on the sus-
pended particles in the inertial flow regime is listed below.
3.2.2.1 Drag force FD
In fluid dynamics, drag refers to forces which act on a solid object in the direction
of the relative fluid flow velocity Ur. For the drag force on a spherical particle, the








where CD is the drag coefficient, f is the density of fluid, and r is the radius
of particle. In a curved channel with secondary flow, Ur is a combination of two
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perpendicular relative flow velocities: slip velocity Us along main flow, which
refers to the velocity difference between particle and fluid along x direction, and
Dean velocity UD for a particle focused at a balanced point in the channel cross
section. Thus we have Ur = Us + UD as shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Schematic illustrates the relative flow velocity around a focused par-
ticle from top view of a curved channel. Since that the particle have zero velocity
at z direction, the relative flow velocity velocity at this direction is equal to the
local Dean velocity.
According to Yang’s simulation [113], in a tube Poiseuille flow with a freely
rotating particle of radius r = 0:075D at equilibrium position under moderate
Reynolds number, the flow velocity of particle Up is smaller than that of the av-
erage velocity of surrounding fluid Uf . In the subsequence study, the interac-
tion between the particle and the fluid is neglect, thus Uf is considered to be the
background velocity at the center of the particle. The slip velocity is given by
Us = Uf   Up  0:05Um, where Um is the mean velocity of main flow in the
channel, and  is the dynamic viscosity of fluid.
For a given point, UD, according to our simulation result of an 80 µm deep
600 µm wide rectangular cross section channel, is generally proportional to the
magnitude of U2m, which is different from Ookawara’s result of UD  U1:63m [77].
The disagreement might be due to the difference of structural parameters between
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the two models. From Figures 3.6 and 3.7, it can be seen that Dean flow velocity
increases slightly faster than  U2m when the flow rate is less than 3mL/min, both
at the center and at 22% of channel, where particles are focused. On the other
hand, UD increases more slowly than U2m (approximately  U1:8m ) at flow rate >
4.0mL/min. The maximum magnitude of UD achieved in the system is 0.037Um,
which is at the flow rate of 8.0mL/min (Um = 2.778m/s).
Figure 3.6: Magnitude of Dean velocity along y-axis at different flow rate at
centre line of channel width.




< 2:59, which is calculated based on the above analysis of Ur.
Based on Morsi’s [69] analysis/model, the CD for 0:1 < Rep < 1:0 and 1:0 <
Rep < 10:0, could be estimated by equation CD = 22:73=Rep + 0:00903=Re2p +
3:69 and CD = 29:1667=Rep   3:8889=Re2p + 1:22, respectively. To simplify the
analysis, the first-order approximation is used here, CD = 24=Rep, which will
make the calculated FD slightly smaller than the actual value. The drag force
then follows Stokes Law as FD = 12fr
2 24
Rep
= 6rUr. The component of FD
induced by Dean flow in the channel cross section is thus given by
FDD = 6rUr (3.2)
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Although there is shear in the Dean flow and particle will rotate according to
both the shear of main flow and Dean flow in the channel, Kurose [50] demon-
strated that the shear rate and rotation velocity caused by Dean flow do not have
significant effect on the direction and magnitude of drag force at Rep in above
range. The Dean induced drag FDD is thus always along the Dean direction and
is proportional to local Dean velocity UD.
Figure 3.7: The trend of Dean velocity UD increase with Re according to simula-
tion with rectangular channel. The value of UD in the top curve is the magnitude
of Dean velocity at 22% of channel depth, while UD in the bottom curve is the
value of Dean velocity at centre of channel.
3.2.2.2 Lift force FL
The lift force on a rigid particle comes from two separate effects: the slip-shear
of fluid surrounding the particle, which is first identified by Saffman [88], and the
slip rotation of particle in fluid, known as Magnus effect [50]. Since UD is two
orders of magnitude smaller than Um in curved channel, here we only consider
the lift force induced by main flow. The distribution of FL in a square cross sec-
tion straight channel was studied by others, however no mathematical calculations
were given [24]. Since that the channel studied in this work have a relatively low
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aspect ratio, to simplify the problem, we can only consider the lift near the longer
sides, i.e. the top and bottom channel wall. In a 2D model, when there is a particle
present in a shear flow near a flat wall, there will be a equilibrium distance from
the wall where FL = 0 [17, 82]. In particular, if the particle present in between
the wall and the equilibrium plane, FL will drive the particle away from the wall,
while if the distance between the particle and the wall is beyond the equilibrium
distance, the shear force around the particle will push it towards the wall. Here, to
show the relationship between FL and flow velocity as well as particle diameter,
the lift force equation of a freely rotating particle in steady flow within a cylin-
drical tube by Yang [113] is used. In a tube Poiseuille flow with a freely rotating













whereD is hydraulic diameter of the tube, !d and !e are the slip angular velocities
of the particle at a normalized position with distance d from the center of the tube
cross section and the equilibrium position that both relative to the tube radius,





From Equation 3.3, it can be seen that FL is zero at the equilibrium position,
which is around 20% of D from the wall [74, 89], and it changes its direction
when the particle moves across the equilibrium position. In general, between
the equilibrium position and the channel wall, FL is pointing to the center, or the
origin of the y z, within the top and bottom equilibrium positions, FL is pointing
to the nearby channel wall. The magnitude of FL near the equilibrium position,
according to above equations, is approximately proportional to UmUs  0:05U2m.
3.2.2.3 Centrifugal force FC
For a particle flowing in a curved channel with radius of curvatureR, the centrifu-
gal force subjected to the particle is pointing towards the outer side of the channel
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where mp = pVp = 43pr
3 is the mass of particle and p and Vp represent the
density and volume of particle, respectively.
3.2.2.4 Fluid pressure gradient induced force FB
In a curved channel, the acceleration flow of the fluid will induce a pressure gradi-
ent a long z-axis direction. While in such a fluid with pressure gradient, particles
are subjected to a buoyancy like force FB pointing to the centre of the channel
curvature, i.e. along z-axis direction,




is the centripetal acceleration of fluid around the particle. The
force is opposite to FC and proportional to U2f .
3.2.2.5 Added mass force FA
If Uf 6= Up, the centripetal acceleration or deceleration of particles must displace
some volume of surrounding fluid as the particles move through it, since the object
and fluid cannot occupy the same physical space simultaneously. The particle can
thus be considered to have an added mass. This added mass subjects the particles
to an additional force since the particle and surrounding fluid are under different
centrifugal velocity. This force points towards the outer side of the channel i.e.
opposite to z-axis, given by






3.2.2.6 Basset history force FH
The Basset force describes the force due to the lagging boundary layer develop-
ment with changing relative velocity (acceleration) of bodies moving through a
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fluid [20, 103]. It is difficult to calculate accurately and is commonly neglected
for practical reasons.
3.2.2.7 Gravitational and buoyancy force FG
The gravitational and buoyancy is at least one order smaller than centrifugal force
in our case, respectively. Further more, the density of fluid and particle is close
for our study, the resultant of these two forces can thus be neglected here.
The resultant force acting on the particle in the yz plane (cross section of the




= FDD + FL + FC + FB + FA (3.7)
In our study, it is reasonable to assume p = f = , then we have
FABC = FC + FB + FA =






The resultant force FABC is pointing to the centre of the channel curvature,
and the magnitude is proportional to UfUs, i.e. proportional to U2m. It is one or
two orders smaller than FDD, as shown in Figure 3.8. The effect of FABC on the
focus position is thus not dominant.
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Figure 3.8: Magnitude of 3 major forces on a 15.5m particle. FDD and FABC
are calculated based on the simulation of rectangular cross section channel, par-
ticle is placed at equilibrium position (22% of channel depth). FL is calculated
follow Yang’s simulation [113], and the direction is along the axial direction of
cylindrical tube.
3.3 Particle Focusing and Migration Process in
Curved Rectangular cross section Microfluidic
Channel
As analysed above, along the cross section, the Dean induced drag force FDD
and the lift force FL are dominant among all of the forces subjected on particles
suspended in spiral channel. The force equilibrium position of particles is thus
dependent on the balance of these two forces.
The Dean drag force FDD is entirely dependent on the Dean flow field. At
the mid-section of the channel cross section along channel width (z-axis), the
Dean flow velocity is always parallel to the z-axis and changes its direction along
the channel depth (y-axis). Thus, except the inner/outer wall region, FDD are
primarily acting parallel to z-axis. In region between 28±0.5% and 72±0.5% of
channel depth, it points in the negative direction of z-axis, while at regions near
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top/bottom wall, it follows the positive direction of z-axis.
The inertial lift force FL is dominant in most cases compared with FDD. Al-
though so far there is no simulation result for the distribution of FL in low aspect
ratio rectangular channel, at centre area of channel cross section, FL always points
towards the channel wall. In particular, at the center of the channel depth, i.e. the
symmetric plane of the channel depth, FL will solely point to the nearby channel
height, i.e. a long the y direction at inner half of the channel and opposite to y-
axis at the outer half of the channel. Beyond the symmetric plane, there will be
an additional component of FL at z direction that pointing to the nearby channel
up/bottom wall. Near the channel walls, by the wall effect of the lift, particles will
be driven away from the wall, i.e. FL is against channel wall and pointing to the
geometry center of the channel cross section[24].
The lift force balance region in straight channel has been numerically simu-
lated [24] and experimentally observed [12, 19] in previous studies. The direct
observation of focusing position in the cross section of square channel by Choi
[19] indicated that particles will balance at four planes that close to the channel
walls, which we name as the “minimum lift force planes”. Bhagat et al. [12],
observed the distribution of fluorescent particle from both top and side views re-
spectively and showed that for rectangular straight channel, the four minimum lift
force planes reduce into two minimum lift force planes along the longer side wall.
Our results agree with their observation in curved channel in the sense that particle
focused at the 22% and 78% of channel depth along top and bottom channel wall
in rectangular channel. Furthermore, according to their experimental data [19],
particles are spread in the minimum lift force planes at low flow rates, and will
focus to the centres of the minimum lift force planes as flow rate increases. This
experimental behaviour in straight rectangular channel, coupled with numerical
calculation [24], reveals that FL within the minimum lift force planes is still push-
ing particles toward the true equilibrium (centre of the planes). While it is weak
at low flow rate, it leads to particles being dispersed along the planes. [12] With
higher flow rate, FL increases more rapidly (FL  U2m, where Um is the mean
velocity of main flow) and becomes significant, leading to particle focusing at the
centre of the minimum lift force planes.
The behaviour of a particle in curved rectangular channel could thus be ex-
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plained. Because there is no FDD in y direction except near the side wall regions,
the focus position of all the particles in y axis is determined by FL, which focuses
particles at 22% and 78% of channel depth as in the straight rectangular channel.
At these minimum lift force planes (22% and 78%), Dean flow pushes the parti-
cles toward the inner wall, until the particles start to experience weaker FDD (due
to edge effect, around 10% of the width from the inner wall) that can be balanced
by weak FL within the minimum lift force planes. This (Particle b in Figure 3.9)
is a stable equilibrium, since any departure (in y axis) would create much stronger
FL, returning the particle back to the minimum lift force planes (Particle a and c
in Figure 3.9). The focusing position here will depend on the size of the particle,
mainly through the FDD term ( r), pushing larger particles further into the inner
side wall compared with the smaller ones. In this regime (below  3 mL/min in
Figure 3.4) higher flow rate will push the particle further toward the wall, again
due to increased FDD ( U2m).
Figure 3.9: Schematic illustrating the direction of the forces (not to scale) acting
on particles at typical positions in a rectangular cross section channel. There are
two minimum lift force planes along the top and bottom channel walls, which
denoted by the dash lines. Beyond these two planes, there is a component of
lift force pointing to them, while within the minimum lift force planes, the lift
force is pointing to the center of the width. In between the two minimum lift force
planes, there are two zero Dean drag force planes denoted by two point dash lines.
Between the two zero Dean drag planes, the Dean drag force is pointing to the
outer channel wall, while between the zero Dean drag planes and the top/bottom
channel walls the Dean drag force is pointing to the inner channel wall.
When the flow rate increases (above  3 mL/min in Figure 3.4), FL ( U2m)
along z-axis increase faster than FDD( U1:63m or  U1:8m ), and the particle fo-
cusing position will start to move towards the outer wall. For differently-sized
particles, the magnitude of FL (FL  r3) grows faster with respect to FDD for
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larger particles. This is the mechanism behind the second transition of focusing
position (above  3 mL/min) from inner to outer side of the channel. In this
regime, larger particles will undergo this transition more abruptly (more rapid in-
crease in FL) than smaller particle. The significant implication of this is that the
physical separation between larger and smaller particle streams becomes poorer,
simply because larger particle stream comes out to the outer side more abruptly
and overlaps with smaller particle stream. As a result, separation resolution of
spiral inertial sorter with rectangular cross section is optimized at a certain flow
rate, and cannot be further improved by changing flow rates only.
On the other hand, particles at the centre line (Particle e) could also be bal-
anced at the inner half of channel, where FL (inward) and FDD (outward) are in
opposite directions. However, this equilibrium, if it does exist, is not a stable one,
since a small offset from the centre line will result in significant particle position
deviation (Particle d in Figure 3.9) toward the nearby minimum lift force plane.
In the outer half of the channel, FL and FDD are generally in the same direction
and therefore not possible to balance the forces (Particle f and g).
Notably, the above analysis does not consider the interaction between particles
and flow field. In fact, it has been proposed that the presence of particle could
change the distribution of main flow dramatically [47], and even induce lateral
flow [2]. The change of main flow can directly affect FL and FD. Since the Dean
flow is caused by the heterogeneity of main flow, the distribution of Dean flow will
also be modified by both the change of main flow and the particle induced lateral
flow, changing the magnitude of FDD in turn. Therefore, it would be difficult to
give a quantitative analysis of these forces even when the simulation data of FL
in straight channel is available. However, based on our simplified force analysis,
one can still get a qualitative understanding of the force balancing within spiral
inertial microfluidic channels, where lift force is primary balanced by drag force.
3.4 Concluding Remarks
In this Chapter, for the first time, the particle focusing in a spiral microfluidic
channel was experimentally observed. The result indicates that particles form
two bands along the depth symmetrically between the plane of zero-lift force in
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the corresponding straight channel with the same cross section and centres of
Dean vortex in spiral channels. Based on experimental evidence and numerical
simulation of Dean flow profile, a detailed explanation of the focusing mechanism
is presented taking into account various forces acting on the particle. With this
understanding of focusing mechanism, a further improvement of Dean-inertial
microfluidic for size based particle separation could be proposed.
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Chapter 4
Trapezoidal cross section spiral
microfluidics for size based particle
separation
The results given in Chapter 3 have improved our understanding of particle sorting
system with spiral microfluidic. With this understanding, a new spiral microchan-
nel with trapezoidal cross section is designed in this chapter. In this new design,
strong Dean vortices can be produced at the outer half of channel and larger par-
ticles can be focused near the inner microchannel wall while smaller particles are
trapped within the Dean vortices near the outer wall of the channel at relative high
flow rate, facilitating high-resolution high-throughput size-based separations. The
separation of red blood cells from white blood cells, and the sorting of mesenchy-
mal stem cells are provided as a demonstration of the separation performance in
real applications.
4.1 Introduction
For the best separation of particles of two different sizes, the ideal scenario is to
make the particles of different sizes focus at locations as far as possible from each
other. This will not only increase the separation resolution, but also allows one to
process sample with higher particle concentrations by minimizing the interaction
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between particles of different sizes (i.e. high hematocrit cell solutions in the case
of blood separation).
As discussed in Chapter 3, in rectangular cross section channels, particles fo-
cus at a certain location (typically inner side of the curved channel) as a result of
the balance of FDD and FL. If any force is changed, the balance is broken and par-
ticle will shift to a new focusing position in the cross section. This modification
of focusing position can be easily achieved by altering the geometry of channel
cross section.
A trapezoidal cross-section channel with shallow inner and deep outer chan-
nel, for example, causes the main flow to shift towards the outer side of the chan-
nel cross section. This generates stronger Dean flows at the outer side and weaker
Dean flow fields at the inner side (Figure 4.1). Besides, a major difference ex-
ists between the Dean flow field at inner half of rectangular and trapezoidal cross
section channel, with the latter having Dean flow velocity with a significant com-
ponent along the y-axis (i.e. the minimum lift force plane and the Dean flow
field are not parallel with each other, as in the case of rectangular channels). It
means that if particles are placed at corresponding minimum lift force planes in
trapezoidal cross section channel, the particles will be subjected to a component
of FDD pointing to the channel centre along y-axis direction. Thus particles will
then balance further away from top and bottom wall compared to the minimum lift
force planes in rectangular channels. Since in rectangular cross section channels,
the smaller particles move to outer side at a relatively lower flow rate, the change
of the channel geometry may drive them directly to the outer side of the channel
due to the decrease of FDD at inner half of channel cross section.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of a trapezoidal cross section spiral microchannel illustrat-
ing the principle of particle focusing and trapping within the Dean vortices.
4.2 Particle Focusing Positions in Trapezoidal
Cross Section Spiral Channel
To verify above assumption, a outer deeper trapezoidal cross section microfluidic
channel is designed and fabricated as shown in Figure 4.2. The dimensions of the
microfluidic channel’s cross section are: 80 µm inner depth, 140 µm outer depth,
600 µm channel width. The other parameters and fabrication process follow the
rectangular one introduced in Chapter 3. The device is well studied and analysed
in following subsections.
4.2.1 3D Observation
The 3D observation of 26.25 µm fluorescent particle focus positions, as well as
the CFD simulation of the Dean flow within a trapezoidal cross section chan-
nel is presented in Figure 4.3. As expected, in a spiral channel with trapezoidal
cross section, the particle focusing behaviour is different from that in a rectangular
channel. In a trapezoidal channel, particles focus near the inner channel wall at
low flow rate (similar to channels with rectangular cross section), while, beyond
a certain threshold flow rate, they suddenly switch to an equilibrium position lo-
cated at the outer half. Careful examination of the focusing positions in the top
and side view shows that particles are trapped exactly at the centres of the two
vortices at the deeper outer side of the channel.
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Figure 4.2: The photo image of a spiral microfluidic channel with trapezoidal
cross section of 80 µm inner depth, 140 µm outer depth, 600 µm channel width.
The channel is filled with red dye for visualization. The device was fabricated
follow the same process that described in Chapter 3
Along the depth direction, according to experimental measurements, particles
are focused between 25.5-27.1% of channel local depth at flow rates of 0.5-3.0
mL/min. This result follows previous assumption that the distance between the
focused particle and the channel wall in trapezoidal channel in the depth direction
is larger than that in the rectangular channel due to the change in the Dean flow
field.
The sudden switch of the focus band in the top view makes it possible to place
particles of different sizes to ether side of the channel width, which is an big ad-
vantage compared with the channels with rectangular cross section. A comparison
of the behaviour is given below.
4.2.2 Comparison of top view focusing
Figure 4.4 shows the flow rate dependence of focusing position of fluorescent
particles in a spiral channel with rectangular and trapezoidal cross sections. The
diameters of the particles are 5.78 µm, 9.77±0.76 µm, 15.5 µm, and 26.25 µm,
respectively. The cross sections of the rectangular channel are 80 µm × 600 µm
and 120 µm × 600 µm, respectively. Same as before, the width of trapezoidal
channel is 600 µm, and the heightsat the inner and outer side of the channel are
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Figure 4.3: Balance of particles in a trapezoidal cross-section spiral microchannel
with 80/140 µm inner/outer depth and 600 µm width. The black cones within
channel cross-section are CFD simulation result of the Dean flow velocity (also
Dean drag force) at a flow rate of 3.5 mL/min with a channel radius of 7.5 mm.
The experimental images of 26.25 µm fluorescent beads distribution from the top
view and side view are placed at the bottom and the left side of the simulation. By
combining the top- and side- view observations, the positions of 26.25 µm beads
at typical flow rate are drawn in grey circles in the channel cross-section.
80µm and 130 µm, respectively. From the results shown in Figure 4.4, it can be
seen that in the rectangular channels, particles are focused near the inner channel
wall at low flow rate, and then the focusing position starts to gradually move to-
wards the outer wall as flow rate increases. At a given flow rate, there is slight
difference in balancing positions for particles of different sizes. This is the mech-
anizm utilized by Kuntaegowdanahalli [49] to implement size-based separation
with multi-outlets bifurcations at the end of the channel. However, since the dif-
ference in focusing positions is not significant, the resolution and throughput of
separation of concentrated suspensions are limited [58].
Measurements of the focusing position of particles with different sizes in
trapezoidal channel demonstrate clearly distinct characteristics. As shown in Fig-
ure 4.4, for all the particles, there is a narrow flow rate range, i.e. a threshold,
to ‘switch’ from inner side to the outer side of the channel as the flow rate in-
creases. Below the threshold flow rate, particles are focused near the inner wall;
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Figure 4.4: Top view experimental observation of fluorescently labeled micropar-
ticles at the outlet of rectangular cross section spiral microchannels with different
channel depths and a trapezoidal cross section spiral microchannel for increasing
flow rates.
while above the threshold, they are focused near the outer side of the channel.
The important fact is that this threshold flow rate changes with particle size. In
particular, the 5.78 µm and 9.77 µm particles, which are smaller, shift to outer half
of the channel at very low (<=1ml/min) flow rate while the 15.5 µm and 26.25
µm remain focused near the inner wall at such low flow rate. Increasing the flow
rate has no effect on the smaller particles (5.78 µm and 9.77 µm) once they are
focused at the outer side. However, the 15.5 µm particles equilibrate at the outer
side above 2.0 mL/min, while the 26.25 µm particles migrate at flow rates greater
than 3.5 mL/min. Since the distance between the inner focusing and outer trap-
ping positions is large, the trapezoidal spiral is capable of producing separation
of very high resolution, which was recently capitalized by our group to separate
leukocytes from blood [108]. Furthermore, it can be operated at much higher
flow rate than that for rectangular cross section channels, providing higher overall
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The particle behaviour before the switch threshold and after the switch threshold
inside the trapezoidal cross section spiral channel can be discussed separately by
analysing the Dean flow at inner and outer halves of the channel.
Within the inner half of trapezoidal cross section, the distribution of Dean flow
is similar to that in a rectangular cross sectional channel, despite the lower mag-
nitude, since the centre of the Dean vortices are far away from the inner wall. The
focusing of particle in trapezoidal channel is thus also similar to that of rectangu-
lar channel at inner half. At low flow rates, where the lift force is not high enough
to push particles away from the inner side, the large particles will remain focused
near the inner channel wall, as in the case of rectangular channel. With increasing
flow rates, particles begin to move towards the outer wall according to the increase
of FL along z-axis.
The two side flows of Dean that toward the inner channel wall have to turn
back before they can reach the inner channel according to the decrease of channel
height. This generates a component of FDD along y-axis pointing toward the
centre of channel height, termed as FDy and the corresponding component along
z-axis, termed as FDz. From Figure 4.5, it can be seen that even at “zero Dean flow
plane” distance, FDy remains non-zero and its magnitude is increasing from inner
side to outer. This generally renders the balancing between FDD and FL more
unstable, especially at higher flow rates. More specifically, higher flow rates tend
to push the focusing position toward the middle of the channel depth, where Dean
flow is stronger and therefore could strip the particles away from being trapped by
the lift force.
Once the particle moves to the outer half of the channel near one of the vortex
centres, the resultant force of FDD and FL will push the particle to an equilibrium
position close to the centre of the vortices. The forces subjected on the particle
near vortex centre are illustrated in Figure 4.5. The directions of the Dean drag
force subjected on particle b, c, d and e illustrate that a particle near the Dean core
will flow around the Dean core by the effect of the drag. On the other hand, since
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Figure 4.5: Schematic illustrating the direction of the forces (not to scale) subject
to particles placed at several typical positions in a trapezoidal cross section mi-
crochannel. Forces subjected on particle b, c, d and e illustrate that these particles
tend to be trapped near the Dean vortices centre at different points. White cone
indicate the direction and logarithmic magnitude of Dean velocity.
the Dean core is close to the minimum lift force line, when there is a particle is
circulating a round the Dean core, FL will drive it close to the minimum lift force
line, i.e. the Dean core. The particle may then be trapped by the combination of
the two forces.
4.3 Separation Resolution and Throughput
For a separation of two groups of particles, we have a target group A that need to
recover and the other group B that is required to remove from A. Hence we have
two indicators that can reflect the quality of a separation, namely, the separation
recovery that indicate the percentage of A found in the recovery side, and the
percentage of B in the waste side, named as separation efficiency. Here, if a
separation that can achieve both separation recovery and efficiency over 90%, we
say it’s a full separation.
The separation resolution of a technology refers to the minimum diameter
difference of two particle groups that can be fully separated by the technology.
Beside separation resolution, there is also another important index of a separa-
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tion technology, the throughput, which means the number of the particles that the
technology can fully separate per unit time. The throughput is related to the flow
rate and concentration of the sample. To address the separation resolution and
the throughput of the trapezoidal cross section spiral channel, high concentration
standard NIST traceable particles with closest available sizes are separated.
Figure 4.6 presents the collection of three sizes of standard NIST traceable
particles (Nominal diameter 15, 20 and 25 µm, actual size 15.61±1.36, 20.85±0.5
and 25.63±0.77 µm (mean±S.D.), Bangs Laboratories, Inc. USA) that are diluted
to 150-350k/mL concentration and pumped through the spiral microchannel with
trapezoidal cross section. The outlet samples are collected and analysed for par-
ticle recovery. The ratio of collected volume from inner outlet and outer outlet is
1:4. The result shows that the required range of flow rate for the particles to shift
from the inner side to the outer half completely is between 2.0-2.6mL/min for 15
µm beads, 2.6-3.4mL/min for 20 µm beads and 3.4-4.8mL/min for 25 µm beads.
These data indicate that the flow rate threshold is very narrow and sufficient to
separate these three groups of particles respectively.
Figure 4.6: Collection ratio of particles from the inner outlet of trapezoidal cross
section spiral channel (80 µm inner depth and 130 µm outer depth, 600 µm wide)
at different flow rate for various particle size.
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The high throughput separation capability of trapezoidal channels is presented
in Figure 4.7 with fluorescent particles which have different mean diameters from
size standard ones. The scatter plots indicate two groups of separation. The sep-
aration results of 15.5 µm and 18.68 µm beads at 1.61×107/min (1.87% volume
by volume concentration, equivalent to ‘hematocrit number’ in blood separation)
throughput indicated over 92% separation efficiency. The separation results of
18.68 µm and 26.9 µm at an optimized flow rate of 3.4 mL/min shows that pu-
rity of both outlet is over 96%, with a total throughput of 8.85×106/min, which
is 1.33% volume to volume concentration. A high speed microscopy captured
images of the separation is presented in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.7: Scatter plots captured using flow cytometer (Accuri C6, BD Bio-
sciences, USA) showing the results of separation of particle mixtures in a 80µm
inner depth, 130 µm outer depth, and 600 µm wide trapezoidal cross section chan-
nel. (A) Input with 18.68 µm and 26.9 µm particle at 3.4 mL/min flow rate. (B)
Inner outlet collected from input sample A. (C) Outer outlet collected from in-
put sample A. (D) Input mixture comprising of 15.5 µm and 18.68 µm particles
processed at 2.3 mL/min (1.61×107/mL). (E) Outer outlet collected from input
sample D. (F) Inner Outer outlet collected from input sample D.
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Figure 4.8: High speed microscopy images (Phantom V9.1, Vision Research Inc.
USA, exposure time = 4 µs) captured at the outlet bifurcation clearly shows the
separation of 18.68 µm and 26.9 µm particles at flow rate of 3.4 mL/min.
4.3.1 The effect of geometry of channel cross section
There are several considerations on the design of the channel geometry for par-
ticle separation: First, according to Di Carlos study [26], the hydraulic radius of
the channel should be less then r=0:07, where r is the radius of the particles, oth-
erwise, there will be no proper inertial effect on the particles. Second, with the
restriction of channel hydraulic radius, a channel with low aspect ratio is able to
yield good separation in width direction of the channel end. Thus, the only pa-
rameter that can be changed is the channel depth along channel width (z axis).
Since a trapezoidal cross-section with deeper inner walls will have strong vor-
tices formed at the inner side and all the particles will just remain trapped despite
varying particle size and flow rate, it is not applicable for size based separation.
For outer deeper channel, there are many factors affecting the focusing posi-
tion and separation efficiency, such as the width, inner and outer depth of channel
cross section, the radius of the spiral curvature, and the slant angle. As analysed,
the slant of the channel affects the focusing behaviour in two ways: (i) at lower
inner side, the increase of channel depth breaks the balance of lift and drag force
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at high flow rate resulting in particle migration to the outer side and trapping at
the vortex core; (ii) the location of Dean vortex core is affected by the slant an-
gle of channel as well. A large slant angle will lead to strong Dean vortex at the
outer side and increase trapping capability of particle. Large slant angle can also
decrease the flow rate to drag out particles from inner side. Particles will switch
to outer side at lower flow rate for large slant angle channel, which is confirmed
by experimental observation in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Effect of slant angle on particle focusing in trapezoidal cross section
spiral microfluidic channel. The white band in the image indicating the focus band
of 15.5 µm fluorescent beads from top view.
As another validation of our understanding, three different channel cross sec-
tion geometries are fabricated and tested (Figure 4.10): normal right trapezoidal
cross section with constant slant angle, top wall convex cross section that has a
large slant angle at inner side but a small slant angle at outer side, and a concave
cross section that only has large slant angle on the outer side. The width of the
channels are 500 µm. The inner depths are 75 µm. Area of channel cross section
is designed equally with all of three channels, 5.0×10-2 mm2.
For Convex slant channel (Figure 4.10A), the increase of depth mostly occurs
at the inner side. Focused particle streams move to the outer side gradually with
the increase of flow rate. Only a slight shift occurs at 2 mL/min, and stops at the
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middle of channel, where the slant angle decreases. In general, the performance
of convex slant channel is closer to that of a rectangular cross section channel,
and shares the same drawback of narrow physical separation between streams of
different particle sizes when utilized for separation.
For concave slant channel (Figure 4.10C), the increase in channel depth mostly
occurs at the outer side. Therefore, it generates strong Dean vortices even at lower
flow rates. These strong Dean vortices are able to trap particles at lower flow rates,
compared with normal slant channel (Figure 4.10B). On the other hand, since
the slant angle is small, particles remain focused at the inner side, generating
two semi-stable focusing positions around 1 mL/min flow rate. In this situation,
particles are separated into two bands at both sides of channel, which is also not
desirable for particle separation.
In general, normal outer-deeper trapezoidal cross-section is a proper design for
particle separation and for the sorting application of particles/cells with different
size range, It is suggested to optimize the flow rate, or the inner/outer depth and
channel width to achieve good separation quality, rather than change the profile of
top channel.
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Figure 4.10: Top view microscopy image of 15.5 µm fluorescent particles focus
band shift with flow rate under different geometry of channel cross section. Red
lines indicate the channel wall. (A) Convex trapezoidal cross section. (B) Normal
trapezoidal cross section. (C) Concave trapezoidal cross section.
4.4 Sorting of Cells
Cells are different from rigid particles in terms of the deformability and shape.
Hur et al. have reported that the shape of particles does not have obvious influence
on the focusing position in inertial microfluidics, but the hydraulic diameter of
particles is the key factor [44], while the deformability has an evident effect on
the focusing position of particles/cells [45], which makes the focused band of
particles/cells to shift slightly away from the channel wall as compared to that
of rigid beads of the same size. If the device is employed in cell separation, the
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variation of cell deformability may affect the separation efficiency.
In following subsections, two cell sorting experiments, the separation of RBCs
from White blood cells (WBCs), and the sorting of MSCs will be carried out to
present the performance of trapezoidal cross section channels.
4.4.1 Cyclic Cell Sorting
In most cell separation applications, the concentration of the subgroups may not
match each other. For example, 99% of blood cells are red blood cells. Even if
there is a device that is able to achieve a separation of pure RBCs with efficiency
of 95%, 80% of the other collection cells are still RBCs. Thus, a cascade separa-
tion is required. Here, a peristaltic pump is utilized to achieve continuous sample
delivery. The setup of the system is illustrated in Figure 4.11. In this system, cell
samples are delivered to the microfluidic chip with peristaltic pump (BQ50-1J ,
Langer Instruments Corporation, GA, USA) continuously at a constant flow rate.
The processed samples collected from the required outlet(inner outlet in the illus-
tration) are refilled to the inlet reservoir for a repeat sorting to improve the sorting
purity. Samples from the other outlet are collected to another container directly.
After several necessary separation cycles, the required cells will be directed to a
new container to finish the separation. The advantage of this method is that the
separation can start from a high sample concentration. Although the efficiency of
first cycle may not high, the total processing time can be dramatically decreased.
To keep the flow rate stable and continuous, 1× phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
should be added into the syringe before the sample liquid finish inside the reser-
voir.
4.4.2 Blood Cells
For experiments of blood separation, fresh human whole blood from healthy donors(Research
Blood Component, LLC, MA, USA) was used. To determine the separation ef-
ficiency, whole blood was stained with 0.1 mg/ mL Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen,
USA) for 30 min at 4 C in the dark. After sorting, the stained blood cell fraction
was then collected by centrifugation and resuspended in sample buffer(1×PBS
with 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA)) to desired hematocrit as input sample.
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Figure 4.11: Schematic of the setup of a cyclic cell sorting system.
Both input sample and output samples from two outlets were collected and ana-
lyzed on a BD LSR II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, USA) to determine the
WBCs (Hoechst-positive cells) in each sample, while the RBC concentration was
further measured by a Z2 coulter counter (Beckman Coulter Inc., USA).
An optimized trapezoid spiral with cross section of 70 µm inner depth, 100
µm outer depth, and 500 µm width was used for RBC removal from whole blood
[108]. The outlet channels width ratio is 3:7 (inner/outer). The optimal flow rate
was experimentally determined to be 0.8 mL/min. Under optimal flow rate, WBCs
formed a focused stream at the inner channel wall in the top view, and RBCs with
smaller cell size displayed as a broad stream near the outer channel wall. Figure
4.12 shows the recovery of blood components from WBCs outlet, i.e. the inner
outlet of the device, after a single pass, the device achieves 86.8% RBC removal
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and 96.2% of WBC recovery for 1.5% hematocrit blood sample. Under this con-
dition, the devices throughput translates to 30 µL/min of 45% hematocrit whole
blood, which is significantly higher than other microfluidic leukocyte isolation de-
vices. Further increase in input sample hematocrit would broaden the distribution
of RBCs across channel width, leading to a decrease in both RBC removal and
WBC recovery. A 2 cycle process, where the output sample from WBC outlet
of the first run was reprocessed without any dilution, can be fashioned to achieve
high RBC removal (98.4%) while maintaining good WBC recovery (92.1%). Fol-
lowing this process, one can easily process 500 µL of whole blood in less than 25
min.
Figure 4.12: Separation efficiency of leukocytes from blood using trapezoidal
cross section spiral channel. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of results
from three tests.
4.4.3 Mesenchymal Stem Cells
Early passage hMSCs (Human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stromal) were
purchased (Lonza, Switzerland) and cultured in low-glucose Dulbeccos modified
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Eagles medium (DMEM) (Invitrogen, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS) (Invitrogen, USA) together with 1% penicillinstreptomycin (Invit-
rogen, USA) for the sorting process. An optimized trapezoid spiral with cross
section of 80 µm inner depth, 130 µm outer depth, 600 µm wide trapezoidal cross
section channel is used for the separation. The collected volume ratio from in-
ner and outer outlets is 1:1.5. The sorting flow rate was set to be 2.2 mL/min
to get  50% separation of cell number in each collection. Prior to sorting, the
whole set-up was placed inside Biological Safety Cabinet under UV for 0.5h for
sterilization. The chip and tubings were flushed with 1×PBS+0.05%BSA there-
after. Prior to pouring into the syringe reservoir, the concentration of the MSCs
was adjusted to 0.5-2×106 cells/mL with buffer containing 1 × PBS, 2 mM ethyl-
enediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) supplemented with 1% BSA to prevent ag-
glomeration and adsorption to the microchannel walls.
The sorting results are shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14. Figure 4.13B-F
indicate the size distribution of unsorted and sorted cells with a red line placed at
a fixed x-coordinate as a reference in each plot. As the results show, after the first
sorting cycle, 76.0% of the cells collected from inner outlet were at the right side
of the red line, which were considered as large cells. At the other side, 63.6% of
the collections were smaller cells. Since that we are more interested in the sub-
group of MSCs with large size, the cells flowing out through the inner outlet were
reprocessed. In the second cycle, the large cells from the inner outlet were concen-
trated to 84.9%. There is no obvious improvement in the concentration in further
repeats, thus we only process 2 cycles in each sorting. The remarkable contrast of
two microscopy image in Figure 4.14 indicates the significant difference of cell
size distribution from the inner and outer outlets of the spiral microfluidic channel.
In this device, since the size of MSCs are much larger than that of blood cells,
the equivalent throughput is thus relatively lower. Compare with the same sort-
ing in rectangular channel with 4 outlets reported by Lee et al., the throughput is
 10 times higher. It should be noticed that in contrast to blood separation that is
able to achieve high efficiency separation, although the size distribution of MSCs
is very broad, the sorting results indicated that there is no sharp cut-off of cell
size distribution from both inner and outer outlet(Figure 4.13 C and D). As cell
deformability will induce a bias on its equilibrium position in a shear flow [45],
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Figure 4.13: Flow cytometry (Accuri C6, BD, USA) data shows the separation
efficiency in two sorting cycles. Samples are collected separately from inner and
outer outlets for the first run and the collection from inner outlet are reprocessed
to get the size distribution of the second round sorting respectively. (A) Origin
FACS data of input sample. (B) Histogram indicating the size distribution of
input MSCs, i.e. the control. (C) Histogram indicating the size distribution of
inner outlet after first sorting cycle. (D) FACS of outer outlet after first sorting
cycle. (E) Histogram indicating the size distribution of inner outlet after second
sorting cycle. (F) Histogram indicating the size distribution of outer outlet after
second sorting cycle.
the reason of the low efficiency separation might be due to the large deforma-
bility variation of the cells, e.g. there are different cell groups that have distinct
deformability difference.
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(a) Inner outlet collection (b) Outer outlet collection
Figure 4.14: Microscopy images of the sorted MSCs collected from inner and
outer outlets of the chip(scale bar: 200 µm)
4.5 Concluding Remarks
In this Chapter, a new trapezoidal cross section spiral microchannel for particle
separation was developed and analysed. The experimental results indicate that
particles occupy an equilibrium position near the inner microchannel wall when
particles are introduced under a lower flow rate. However, beyond a threshold
flow rate (which is size-dependent) the equilibrium position is moved to the outer
microchannel wall, suggested to be a Dean vortex trap. Taking advantage of this
sudden switch, the trapezoidal cross section spiral microchannel is capable of
producing higher resolution separation of particles than conventional rectangular
cross section spiral. A separation of 15.5 µm and 18.68 µm beads at an ultra-high
throughput of  1:61  107/min with over 92% efficiency is achieved with this
device. This, to our knowledge, is the highest throughput and efficiency among
the current state of the art microfluidic particle separation methods.
As a demonstration, a separation between red blood cells and white blood cells
was tested. The result indicated that the device is able to achieve a promising sep-
aration throughput and efficiency. The concentration of the minor group, white
blood cells, can be further increased by cyclic sorting with a peristaltic pump. We
believe that, with further optimization of the geometrical parameters, this separa-
tion technique will meet the requirements of high-throughput size based separa-
tions for many biomedical and other applications.
In another experiment of sorting mesenchymal stem cells, it is found that al-
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though a high throughput sorting can be achieved and the concentration of certain
subgroups can be improved, there is still a limitation in sorting efficiency. The rea-
son could be due to the deformablity variation among the sorting samples. Further




Sorting with Real-time Controlled
Microfluidic Channel
In Chapter 4 we found that the trapezoidal cross section spiral microfluidic chan-
nel is able to separate rigid particle and blood cells with more than 90% effi-
ciency, while for the mesenchymal stem cells separation, the sorting efficiency
is limited. Since that previous article has reported that deformability had an ef-
fect on particle’s focusing position in inertial flow [45], it is reasonable for us
to make a hypothesis that Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have a large varia-
tion in deformability. A deformability based sorting method is then required to
measure and sort cells according to their deformability or stiffness. Since sample
may have both large variations in their inherent properties of size and deformabil-
ties, the sorting technique should consider these factors as well as throughput and
system complicity.
In this chapter, a single-cell deformability measurement system will be de-
signed and built to evaluate the stiffness of cells with large size variation (between
10 µm and 30 µm) in a automatic and effective way.
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5.1 Introduction of the Approach
Compared with manual manipulation methods, the alternative of using microflu-
idic devices for deformability sorting offers distinct advantages in ease of opera-
tion, greater portability, lower cost and higher efficiency. Significant results have
been obtained using microfluidic devices [14, 15, 32, 61, 102]. While the mi-
crofluidic devices in all these systems are usually designed and implemented with
cell-size dependency, their effectiveness may degrade when dealing with popula-
tion of cells with significant size variation. This is an important practical issue
because cell-size variation is an inherent characteristic of primary clinical cell
samples.
To address this, a microfluidic channel with a narrow section whose height
is made controllable is utilized to build a deformabiltiy sorting system. At the
special section of this flow channel, one of the channel walls is replaced with a
thin membrane. When air pressure is applied on the exterior surface of the mem-
brane, deformation of the membrane reduces the height of the section, as Figure
5.1 illustrates. This bottleneck section’s cross-sectional height can be adjusted in
real-time by air pressure applied in an adjacent control channel during cell pass
through.
Figure 5.1: Schematic illustrations of the microfluidic device and feedback con-
trol system (left) and forces acting on a cell in the bottleneck section (right). The
microfluidic device, fabricated with PDMS, is shown with a cut view along the
direction of flow channel.
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When cells are flowing inside the channel, a CCD camera is used to obtain
real-time, image-based information about the motion and dimensions of each cell
as it approaches the bottleneck section of the flow channel. Before the cell reaches
the bottleneck section, the height of the bottleneck section is adjusted (by control-
ling the pressure in the control channel using a high speed pressure regulator)
according to the measurement of the cell diameter, such that the cell is forced to
deform when passing through that section. The period during which each cell
squeezes through the bottleneck section is recorded and analysed to differenti-
ate the deformability of cells in a population. The rationale for using a cell’s
“bottleneck passage time” as an indicator for deformability differentiation will be
elaborated in the qualitative analysis.
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5.2 Model of the Cell and Squeezing Process
The passage time of a cell squeezing through a bottleneck is related to the de-
formability of the cell. To reveal the relation between the passage time and cell
deformability, a mathematical model is built in this section.
The Venturi effect is applicable for high velocity fluid/gas go through a con-
stricted section of pipe. In this study, the flow velocity is very slow and the con-
striction of the bottleneck section is not obvious for the long section length, thus
the Venturi effect is not considered. Frictionless contacts are assumed because
when the cell is squeezing through the channel, a thin liquid membrane will form
in between and usually considered frictionless [5]. A cell squeezing through the
bottleneck section is then experiences three forces, namely the Stokes drag force
FD and the passive pressing forces from the top membrane wall FPu and the bot-
tom channel wall FPb, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Pushed forward by a sufficiently
strong FD while pressed by FPu and FPb, a cell must deform as it moves through
the bottleneck section, because the bottleneck section will maintain its shape due
to its larger Young’s modulus relative to that of the cell.
Under the assumption that a cell behaves like an idealized uniform viscoelas-
tic sphere, its dynamics can be represented by a spring of modulus K1 in series
with a Kelvin-Voigt unit [62], which consists of a viscous damper  and elastic
spring K2 connected in parallel (as shown in Figure 5.1). Consequently, the de-
formation (denoted by ) sustained by a cell can be expressed as a function of
these parameters, i.e., (t) = f(FP ; K1; K2; ; t), where FP is the net pressing
force acting on the cell. A cell with a nominal height/diameter of hc (in the verti-
cal direction of the cross section of the bottleneck) will undergo a deformation of
(t) = hc   h(t), where the h(t) is the height of the bottleneck section where the
cell is located at time t. Hence, the more stiff the cell (i.e., largerK1 andK2), the
longer the time required for the cell to achieve the deformation, hc   h(t), as the
cell squeezes through the bottleneck section. Besides the passage time that can
be directly measured, the forces acting on the cell during the squeezing process is
also needed to derive the inherent parameters of the cell, K1, K2 and . Among
these forces, the drag force is the quantity that can be derived out from the flow
inside the channel.
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5.2.1 Flow and Pressure Impedance inside Channel
Considering that the the flow of the sample fluid driven by a constant pressure
difference,p, the flow velocity in each section of the microfluidic device follows
Darcy-Weisbach equation:






whereH is the head loss due to friction, l is the length of the channel,D is the
hydraulic diameter of the channel, Um is the average velocity of the fluid flow, g
is the local acceleration due to gravity, and  is a dimensionless coefficient called
the the Darcy friction factor.
In Figure 5.1, it can be seen that in most of the sections, the flow can be
considered as a laminar flow in a straight pipe. To simplify the calculation, we
can neglect the local resistance at the two tubing-channel connection sections.
The frictional head loss can then be divided to three parts:
1. Head loss due to bottleneck section with a cell in itHb
2. Head loss due to other sections of flow channel Hf
3. Head loss in the tubings that connecting flow channel and inlet outlet reser-
voirs, Ht
Namely, we have the pressure loss equation p = pb + pf + pt =
g(Hb +Hf +Ht). Due to mass conservation, Q = AbUmb = AfUmf = AtUmt,
where, Q is the flow rate, Ab, Af , At are the area of each cross section of the three
parts and Umb, Umf , Umt are the average velocity of the fluid flow accordingly.
Among these three sections, tubing will be 2 orders larger in cross section area,
At, compared with that of microfluidic channels, Af , At in our situation. The
average flow velocity Umt is thus 2 orders smaller than Umb and Umf . According
to DarcyWeisbach equation, Ht  U2mt and Ht  lt, where lt is the total length
of the tubings. Since lt could only be 1 order larger compared with the length of
flow channel lf , the tubing term can thus be neglected in the following analysis.
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For Section 2, we have the pressure loss






where Df is equivalent diameter of channel cross section. In the following ex-
periments, microfluidic channel with half circle cross section will be used. The
hydraulic diameter of half circle is Df = 2Rc+2 , where Rc is the radius of the half
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For Section 1, as shown in Figure 5.1, the channel cross section is not constant
along the flow direction and also not regular in its shape. To simplify the model,
we assume the shape of the cross section is rectangular and use a definite integral
along the flow direction to calculate the pressure loss in this section.












is resistance coefficient of rectangular cross section
channel with dimensions w > h and Db = 2whw+h is the equivalent diameter of the
channel. Here, to further simplify the integration, we assume b =  64Re , where 












Considering a cell squeezing through in the bottleneck section, it will also
introduce flow resistance. If we assume the height of the channel changes linearly




hi and ho are the heights at the boundary and center of the bottleneck.
If there is a cell at lc of the bottleneck that flows with relatively low velocity,
the resistance of this section will increase remarkably. To render the integration
possible for calculating the flow resistance, we assume here that the cell is con-
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stant in width/diamenter and the width/diamenter is dc and have zero movement
velocity, the pressure loss of section 1 with a cell is then can be given by replacing















((w   wc)=2 + h)2
((w   wc)h=2)3 dl)
(5.6)
At the right side of Equation 5.2.1, the first term is same as Equation 5.5, the
second integral is the resistance of a empty section where a cell will present, and
the last integral is the resistance of the section with a cell.



















((w   wc)=2 + h)2
((w   wc)h=2)3 dl))
=(lc; wc; h0)Q
(5.7)
For every location lc, the average flow velocity is then given by
Umbc =
2Q(lc; wc; h0)
(w   wc)hc =
2p
(w   wc)hc (5.8)
Figure 5.2 plots the average flow velocity around a cell when it is squeezing
through the bottleneck section of a half circle cross section microfluidic channel.
The width and length of the channel are 50 µm and 10mm respectively. The
maximum height of the bottleneck is 25 µm, minimum height of the gap is 12.5
µm. Diameter of the cell is 18 µm. The pressure loss p = 100Pa. From the
plot it can be seen that the velocity of the fluid is around 0.6 mm/s when the cell
starts to squeeze in the bottleneck section, which agrees with the experimental
observation of a cell flowing through in the channel.
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Figure 5.2: simulation of flow around the cell (Umbc) when a cell is at different
position of the bottleneck
5.2.2 Model of the Cell and Squeezing Process
The relative flow between the fluid and the cell squeezing through the bottleneck
section of the channel forms a drag force FD on the cell. If we neglect the slow
motion of the cell along the channel, the relative velocity can be considered as the
flow velocity of fluid around the cell, i.e. Umbc. The drag force can be derived
by considering the model as a flow around cylinder problem by simplifying the
shape of the squeezing cell to a cylindrical shape along the squeezing direction.









where CD is the drag coefficient, hc and dc are the height and diameter of the cell
as a cylinder. In particular, hc = h(t), i.e. the gap height of the bottleneck section,
which is a function of position related to the shape change of the bottleneck, and
dc can be derived by assuming the volume of each cell remains constant. In our
case, due to the limitation of the method, the flow velocity satisfies Re  10 3 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1. The coefficient CD can be considered as CD = f(Rep) = 24=Rep, where
Rep = Umbcdc= = Umbcdc= here. Then we have the drag force
FD = 12Umbc(lc; wc; h0)hc (5.10)
The drag force is proportional to Umbc and hc. If we follow the parameters in
Figure 5.2, it will be found that the drag force is FD = 1:35  0:06  10 10(N).
The variation of FD is very small, which is because by pushing the cells forwards,
Umbc increases while hc decreases. This gives us a chance to assume that the
force FD remains constant during this process. Thus the pressing force can be
considered as FP = FPb  FPu on the cell according to the force balance.
For a constant compression force FP applied to a cell, which is assumed to be
an idealized uniform viscoelastic sphere, we have:










(1  e t= )) (5.11)
which indicates that the cell can be considered as a first order system, andK1,K2
and  = 1= are parameters of the cell that need to be measured. Equation 5.11
indicates that the relationship between the deformation and the squeezing time is
non-linear, and experimental data is required to fit the measured data and get the
the values of K1,K2 and  in the application of the model.
5.3 Implementation of the System
5.3.1 Design and fabrication of the microfluidic device with a
controllable channel
The microfluidic device contains three layers: a flow layer, a control layer, and
a membrane layer, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. The flow and the control layers
(whose master molds were produced by the Stanford Microfluidics Foundry) were
cast with Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer (PDMS). The cross-sectional profile of
the flow channel was designed to have the shape of a circular segment, such that it
becomes a crescent upon the protrusion of the deformed membrane, as is depicted
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in Figure 5.3. The rationale for such a design is as follows. Dispersed single cells
suspended in liquid normally assume a spherical shape due to tension in the cell
membrane. A flow channel with a rectangular cross section, when thus deformed,
will take on a dumbbell-like shape, with larger gaps near the two walls of the
channel. Cells may pass through these two larger gaps without deforming. The
cross-sectional profile that we have designed prevents such cell movement and
forces cells to pass through the flow channel at the midsection of the crescent.
Figure 5.3: Multilayer microfluidic device. The schematic on the left illustrates
the layers and the channels, and a cell squeezing through the bottleneck section of
the flow channel. The photo on the right shows the actual device filled with ink,
red for the flow channel (vertical) and green for the control channel (horizontal).
The flow channel was designed to be 50 µm in width and 30 µm in depth (after
pyroprocessing the mold to create the circular-segment cross-sectional profile).
The control channel was designed to be 100 µm wide and 50 µm deep. The cur-
ing agent (A) and base (B) were normally mixed at a ratio of 1:10. The PDMS
mixture was poured on the wafer to reach about 3 mm in height for mechanical
stability and baked in an oven at 70C for half an hour. The cured mixture was
then separated from the mold and cut to the proper shape.
The membrane layer was fabricated with General Electric Silicones RTV 615,
which is stiffer than Sylgard 184 and is able to form a strong thin layer prop-
erly. The curing agent (A) and base (B) of RTV 615 were also used at a ratio of
1:10. The mixture was diluted to 20% with Hexanes [100] to lower its viscos-
ity, and poured onto a silanized flat silicon wafer, then spun at 5000 rpm for 30
seconds. The layer was then baked in an oven at 70C for half an hour. After cur-
ing, the final thickness of membrane layer was measured to be between 4 and 5
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µm. The control layer and the membrane coated wafer were subsequently treated
with oxygen plasma, joined together and put in an oven at 70C for one hour for
bonding, then separated from the silicon base. Cylindrical holes for cell flow and
for pressure control were punched at each end of the flow and control channels.
The surface of the flow channel layer and the membrane layer were treated with
oxygen plasma, and these two layers were then bonded by the same procedure
described above.
5.3.2 Calibration and characterization of the control channel
Calibration of the control channel serves to determine the relationship between the
deformation of the membrane and the applied air pressure in the control channel.
The calibration was carried out by flowing four types of NIST Traceable Particles
(purchased from Polysciences, Inc, USA, with mean diameters, in µm, of 5.581,
9.51, 11.81, and 15.61) through the flow channel while adjusting the air pressure in
control channel to determine the critical pressure needed for stopping the particles
at the centre of the bottleneck. The particles were considered non-deformable,
and the applied air pressure was considered as the required value in order to set
the maximum height of the gap equal to the mean diameter of the corresponding
particles. Figure 5.4 shows the result of the calibration. It can be seen that a linear
relationship exists between the deformation of the membrane and the applied air
pressure in the control channel. This result agrees with that reported in [37].
Since the impedance of a microfluidic channel reflects the condition of the
channel [28], the impedance of the 1 × PBS fluid inside the bottleneck section,
which varies directly with the gap size of the section, is utilized to determine the
settling time of the membrane. The time it takes for the impedance of the fluid
to settle into a steady-state is therefore a good estimate of the settling time the
membrane. Figure 5.5 shows a typical trajectory of the impedance of the fluid
in the bottleneck section of the flow channel after a set-point pressure is applied
to the control channel to deform the membrane. From the calibration results, the
settling time of the membrane was determined to be about 200 ms.
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Figure 5.4: Calibration of the control channel using standard-size microspheres.
Figure 5.5: Trajectory of impedance of fluid in bottleneck section after set-point
pressure (corresponding to a gap heigh of 10 µm) is applied to deform the mem-
brane.
5.3.3 Cell imaging, data collection and processing
Cells are imaged as they move towards and as they exit the bottleneck section. A
region of the microfluidic device, with a dimension of 64800 µm, is imaged by a
CCD camera at a pixel resolution of 801000. The image is then partitioned into
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four areas, namely, the cell detecting area, the pre-bottleneck area, the bottleneck
area, and the post-bottleneck area, as illustrated in Figure 5.6. When a cell appears
in the cell detection area, a Canny edge filter detects the edge points, which then
undergo circle-fitting to ascertain the presence of a cell. If a cell is detected, its
diameter is calculated and recorded. This process is repeated on a number of
images (usually five to six) as a cell is moving towards the bottleneck section and
an average of these cell diameters is obtained. This average is subsequently used
in setting the air pressure in the control channel.
Cells are not visible to the CCD camera when they flow in the bottleneck
section. Besides that, the position of a cell passing through the pre-bottleneck and
the post-bottleneck areas can be detected by the edge-detection and circle-fitting
process described above. The velocity of the cell in these two areas, and the time
taken by the cell to pass through the bottleneck section (i.e., the passage time), are
then derived, using LabView with the NI Vision Development Model, from the
records of image time-stamps and the position of the cell at that time. Figure 5.6
shows one such set of records.
Figure 5.6: A record of frame stream (taken at 25 frames/second) shows a MCF-
7 cell approaching and passing through the bottleneck section. When the cell
(marked by a red circle) approaches the cell detection area (bottom left), its pres-
ence is detected and its diameter is estimated.
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5.3.4 Real-time control of channel gap
Figure 5.7 depicts the real-time control system for deformability sorting. Its main
hardware components include an Olympus X81 microscope with an Andor iXon+
CCD camera for imaging, a PC with the LabView software for data analysis and
control signal calculation, a Tecno plus PRE-U proportional pressure regulator
and a NI USB-6229 DAQ device for the control of the pressure regulator. The
PDMS device is located under the microscope, which focuses on the bottleneck
section with the magnification factor of the objective lens set at 20. The pressure
regulator, linked to the USB-6229 DAQ device, is also connected to the control
channel by soft tubing.
Figure 5.7: Actual set-up of the feedback control system (the DAQ device and
the PC are not shown). 1: Microfluidic device with controllable flow channel. 2
and 3: Inlet and outlet reservoirs. 4: Pressure regulator for the control channel.
5: Pressure regulator for the control of inlet-outlet pressure drop. 6: Stage for
Olympus X81 microscope.
The control system takes as input the diameter of the individual cells approach-
ing the bottleneck section of the flow channel and generates the corresponding de-
sired maximum height of this section. This height value is then converted (based
on the calibration result shown in Figure 5.4) to the required air pressure for the
control channel. This pressure set-point is regulated by applying the required
voltage signal at the pressure regulator, which generates an output air pressure in
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relation to the voltage at 1 bar per volt with a resolution of about 0:01 bar.
5.4 Experiments and Results for Cell Sorting
The sorting system was demonstrated using two cell lines, namely, MCF-7 and
MCF-10A for comparison with other reports. After that, MSCs of passage 4 and
passage 6 were sorted to check their stiffness variation.
5.4.1 MCF-7 and MCF-10A
MCF-7 is a cell line of human breast cancer. The cytoskeleton of MCF-7 cells
devolves from a rather ordered and rigid structure to a more irregular and com-
pliant state compared to that of the MCF-10A cell line, which are immortal but
normal, noncancerous mammary epithelial cells. The differences in the deforma-
bility of these two cell lines are often used to demonstrate various methods of cell
deformability measurements [34, 45, 48]. Results from experiments, involving
cells with size variation between 15 µm and 22.5 µm for MCF-7, and 12 µm and
20 µm for MCF-10A, demonstrated the effectiveness of the sorting.
Two experiments were conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the real-
time control system for deformability sorting. In the first experiment, we com-
pared the performance of a bottleneck section of fixed height with that of one
whose height was adjusted in real time, using the cancerous cell line MCF-7. In
the second experiment, we investigated the capability of the system in differenti-
ating between MCF-10A (i.e., the normal epithelial cell line) and MCF-7 based
on their deformability.
5.4.1.1 Cell culturing and cell flow
The MCF-7 and MCF-10A cells were cultured in complete media and maintained
at 37C in a 95%-air, 5%-CO2 incubator, harvested using trypsin, then suspended
and diluted to 106 cells/mL with 1X PBS, 0.3% EDTA, 0.3% Dextran, and 0.5%
BSA mixture. EDTA and BSA were used to retard the aggregation of cells, while
Dextran was used for retarding the deposition of cells.
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During the experiments, a constant pressure differential of 10 mm between
the inlet and outlet of the flow channel regulated the flow velocity of cell at about
0.75 mm/s, at which the adjustment of the channel gap has no meaningful effect
on the flow rate [110]. Two syringes, acting as the inlet and outlet reservoirs of
the microfluidic channel, were connected to the PDMS device via soft tubing.
The waterlines of the syringes were aligned to balance the effect of gravity. The
pressure required to generate flow in the channel can be adjusted by varying the
difference in the relative position of the syringes, or by using a pressure control
source (i.e., item 5 in Figure 5.7) to ensure that cells flow through the channel at
a constant velocity.
5.4.1.2 Results and discussion
Figure 5.8 shows the results of the first experiment, where we compared the char-
acteristics of cells passing through the bottleneck section in two scenarios: one
with the height fixed at 13.5 µm, the other with the height adjusted in real time to
75% of the individual cell diameter. We used a MCF-7 cell population, with size
ranging from 15 µm to 22.5 µm. The calculated passage time, with a sample stan-
dard deviation of 250 ms, shows a trend of exponential increase with increasing
cell diameter. For the adjusted-height scenario, the passage time exhibits a much
smaller degree of variation with a sample standard deviation of only 36 ms and
no exponential increase can be found in the plot, i.e. the effect of cell size on the
passage time is minimized.
Figure 5.9 shows the results of the second experiment, where the ability of
the system in differentiating two cell lines by their respective deformability was
demonstrated. It is known that MCF-7 cells have more irregular cytoskeleton and
undergo larger elongation when stretched [31, 60]. They are thus more flexible
than the normal MCF-10A epithelial cells. In this second experiment, the passage
time of the cells were measured over a range of values for the height of the bot-
tleneck section spanning from 60% and 85% of cell diameter. From Figure 5.9, it
can be observed that the MCF-10A cells in general took more time to go through
the bottleneck section. This agrees with existing results reported in the literature
[21, 22, 31, 48, 60].
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Figure 5.8: Passage time of cells moving through bottleneck section with fixed-
gap and adjusted gap. There was a 50 ms error for each measurement shown in
the plot. Cells that were trapped in the bottleneck section for more than 2 seconds
were considered stuck and were intentionally released from the bottleneck section.
Since the deformation of (viscoelastic) cells is related to the exponential term
of viscosity [62], the time required for a cell to pass through a smaller gap will
increase exponentially. Thus, a small change in K1 or K2 will lead to a large
change in the passage time. This is clearly evident in Figure 5.9 in the passage
time of the two cell lines with markedly different stiffness, when the channel gap
was set at between 60% and 70% of cell diameter.
The data is also fitted to the Equation 5.11 with Levenberg-Marquardt algo-
rithm (LMA). For MCF-7, K1 = 67:96 Pa, K2 = 4:15 Pa,  = 722:6 1/s, and
for MCF-10A, the fit parameters are K1 = 1051:75 Pa, K2 = 6:11 Pa,  = 475:5
1/s, respectively. In these results, K1 represents the elastic property of the cells,
i.e. the Young’s modulus. Compared with Cross’s report [22] with AFM mea-
surement that the Young’s modulus of tumor and normal cells are 0.38 kPa and
2.53 kPa, respectively, our results are close or similar in order of magnitude. The
relatively small value might be due to the exist of viscous or creep terms in the
model. The results also indicate that the deformation of MCF-7 cells are mainly
due toK1, i.e. the elastic property, while the deform of MCF-10A are mainly due
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Figure 5.9: Passage time of MCF-7 and MCF-10A cells with varying channel
gap.
to creep of the cells.
5.4.2 Mesenchymal stem cells
Mesenchymal stem cells were cultured following the process in Chapter 4. Early
passage cells were used for the sorting. The set-up parameters follow those for
the sorting of MCF-7 and MCF-10A. The results are given in Figure 5.10.
From the results it can be seen that the behaviour of MSCs are much different
compared with MCF-7 and MCF-10A. There is a subgroup of cells that are diffi-
cult to pass through the bottleneck while others are go through easily. For passage
4, the number is 6.35% , and after 2 passages, the number increased to 27.5%.
Although the reason behind this finding is yet unknown, these results confirmed
the conjecture in Chapter 4 and also make agree with Hur’s report [45].
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Figure 5.10: Passage of Adult MSCs through the channel bottleneck with height
adjusted to 0.8 of cell diameters.
5.4.3 Error analysis
It is noted that the variation in passage time is related to errors in the measurement
due to various factors in the system. First, the structural complexity of a cell repre-
sents an inherent source of error. Cells are assumed to exhibit uniform viscoelastic
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behavior in the experiments, yet components inside a cell may have different stiff-
ness and the inner structure of a cell is not exactly uniform. For this reason, cells
squeezing through the bottleneck section with a different orientation may result
in significant difference in passage time. Second, the membrane that adjusts the
gap of the bottleneck is a viscoelastic material, whose fatigue will reduce the re-
peatability and thus degrading accuracy of the adjusted gap size. Third, flow in
the channel is driven by the height differential between the inlet and outlet. The
waterlines may not be set exactly the same for two batches of cells in an experi-
ment, resulting in variation of flow pressure over these two batches, which in turn
leads to variation in the measurement of passage time. Fourth, the determination
of the diameter of a cell (which is used to adjust the gap of the bottleneck section)
has two main sources of error. One is the fact that cells suspended in liquid are
not perfectly spherical. The other is the uncertainties in the imaging process. Due
to Saffman effect, the Magnus effect, or the tubular pinch effect, etc., the vertical
position of each cell while flowing in the channel may be significantly different.
This poses a problem for the imaging system. The depth of the channel is 30 µm
(which is larger than the size of the cells ranging from 12 µm to 22:5 µm), while
the depth of focus of 20X lens is 6.1 µm. As a result, some cell images may be
fuzzy, making accurate determination of cell diameter difficult. The fluctuation of
measured diameter may be as large as 0.60 µm in different measurements of one
cell. This is the reason for averaging the calculated cell diameter over a number
of images, as was discussed in Section 5.3.3.
5.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, a new approach to deformability sorting capable of dealing with
large dynamic range of cell size has been proposed. This approach utilizes a
flow channel whose dimension at a specifically designed bottleneck section can
be controlled in real time with optical feedback. By dynamically setting the height
of this bottleneck section to be a fraction of the diameter of individual cells, the
cells are forced to deform as they pass through the bottleneck section. The passage
time can be used as an index for differentiating cells of various sizes based on their
deformability.
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Experiments using the MCF-7 and MCF-10A cell lines have demonstrated (i)
the advantage of this approach over the conventional method of using a fixed-gap
channel, and (ii) the effectiveness of this approach in differentiating cell popula-
tions of cells with inherent size variation based on their deformability. With the
mathematical model of the squeezing process, the elastic modulus and the creep
property of both cells are derived and compared with former studies.
Experiments using the MSCs confirmed the hypothesis that the cells contain
two subgroups, one subgroup of cells are stiffer and hard to squeeze through the




Conclusion and Future Direction
In this thesis, several contributions have been made to the area of microfluidic
cell sorting technology utilizing cell inherent physical or mechanical properties as
biomarkers. Based on the variation of diameter and stiffness in different cell pop-
ulations, size based and deformability based sorting devices were developed by
the author respectively. Both the devices show significant advantage over existing
methods in terms of throughput and efficiency.
For the development of new size based cell separation technique, a spiral mi-
crofluidic channel with rectangular cross section was designed and fabricated in
order to reveal the particle focusing mechanism in spiral microfluidic channel.
With this device, the focusing position of particles inside the channel cross sec-
tion was measured. It is the first time that the particle focusing band was ex-
perimentally observed three dimensionally in spiral microfluidic channels. The
result indicates that particles form two bands along the depth of channel symmet-
rically. This result confirms previous assumptions [23, 78, 79, 87, 95] on curved
microfluidic channel, and also in line with experimental observation of particle
inertial focusing band in straight channel with similar channel cross section [12].
Numerical simulation of flow profile indicates that the drag on particles by sec-
ondary flow is always pointing towards the inner channel wall. By further analysis
of force subject to the particles, the author presented a detailed explanation of the
focusing mechanism. Since the analysis is based on strong experimental results,
it has higher explanatory power than models built before [10, 30, 67]. It needs to
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indicate that the model based on force analysis is only limited to qualitative ex-
planation of particle focusing behavior, there is no quantitative model in this work
for its complicity and heavy time consumption of accurate inertial lift force sim-
ulation. Since that the device fabrication and calibration is more practicable and
cost effective than a mathematics model for quantitative analysis for case by case
device development in real application, we do not think it is necessary to build a
model to mimic the real experiment in current state. To provide a clearer expla-
nation of particle migration in width direction, a simulation model of the inertial
lift force field subject to spherical particle in straight rectangular channel could be
given in future study, and the result could be combined with Dean drag force field
to get accurate force balance of particle at various flow rate.
With the understanding of particle focusing mechanism revealed, the author
developed and analysed a new trapezoidal cross section spiral microfluidic chan-
nel for particle separation. A multi-loop microfluidic channel was employed to
observe the focusing of different size standard micro particles of 5.78 µm, 9.77
µm, 15.5 µm, and 26.25 µm for flow rates ranging from 0.5-7.5mL/min. The ex-
perimental results indicate that particles occupy a force equilibrium position near
the inner microfluidic channel wall when particles are introduced under a lower
flow rate. However, beyond a threshold flow rate (which is size-dependent) the
equilibrium position is moved to the outer microfluidic channel wall, suggested
to be a Dean vortex trap. Taking advantage of this sudden switch, the trape-
zoidal cross section spiral microfluidic channel was capable of producing higher
resolution separation of particles than conventional rectangular cross section spi-
ral. A separation of 15.5 µm and 18.68 µm beads at an ultra-high throughput of
 1:61107/min with over 92% efficiency was achieved with this device. This, to
the best of our knowledge, is the highest throughput and efficiency among the cur-
rent state of the art microfluidic particle separation methods. We believe that, with
further optimization of the geometrical parameters, as the inner/outer depth, chan-
nel width and the radius of the curvature, this separation technique would meet the
requirements of high-throughput size based separations for many biomedical and
other applications.
Compared with membrane filtration [106, 114], a major advantage of trape-
zoidal cross section spiral microfluidic channel is that it does not suffer from clog-
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ging issue. But it shares the same limitation with other microfluidic technology
[51, 65, 71, 111, 112] on the volume concentration. As such, it is not applicable
for this device to deal with sample concentration over 2%. The reason for this
limitation is that high hematocrit sample has severe cell-cell interaction, and the
cell-cell interaction will interrupt the flow field in microfluidic channel, and the
separation principle will no longer exist at such situation. With this limitation, the
device is not able to process whole blood, which is  45% hematocrit. But the
throughput is sufficient for the sample preparation of most of the lab-on-a-chip
process. Meanwhile, the large channel cross section avoids the severe clogging
issue that exists in these method and is able to process cell samples in a much
robust way.
As an application, the device was utilized for blood separation. With well
calibrated parameters for red and white blood cells, the device is able to achieve
98.4% red blood cell separation efficiency and 92.1% white blood separation effi-
ciency for 30 times dilute (1.5% hematocrit) blood sample. The efficiency of both
red and white blood cells reduces to 90% and 82% as the concentration increase
to 2% hematocrit. These data indicate that the device is a novel solution for large
sample lab on a chip separation.
However, the separation efficiency of cells with different subpopulation may
not be as high as that of rigid particle. The separation results of mesencymal
stem cells (MSCs) indicate that the separation efficiency of cells decreases signif-
icantly. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) data shows that the separation
efficiency of both large cell and small cell is limited. A possible explanation is
that other inherent cell properties, like surface roughness and the deformability
affect the force balance of cells in microfluidic channel. As one of the key forces,
inertial lift force is related to the spin velocity of particle/cell, and the surface
quality of cell affects spin velocity of particle/cell through varying the frictional
resistance of fluid on it. The hypothesis is suggested to be verified by observ-
ing surface marked particles/cells in spiral microfluidic channel with high speed
camera and analysis of their spin and main velocity experimentally in the future.
For the development of a deformability based sorting device that is capable
of dealing with large dynamic range of cell size, a microfluidic channel with part
of the channel wall replaced by a real time controlled deformable membrane is
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utilized. By controlling the deformation of the membrane via adjusting the pres-
sure on the other side i.e. in the control channel with a pressure regulator, the
channel height of this bottleneck section is dynamically set to be a fraction of the
diameter of individual cells, the cells are forced to deform as they pass through
the bottleneck section under hydraulic drag and channel wall press. The passage
time can be online measured with optical microscope and used as an index for
differentiating cells of various sizes by their deformability.
The advantage this approach over the conventional method of using a fixed-
gap channel have been demonstrated using MCF-7 cell line. The effectiveness of
this approach in differentiating cell populations of cells with inherent size varia-
tion by their deformability was further demonstrated by the comparison between
MCF-7 and MCF-10A cell lines. The results are in line with former reports that
MCF-10A cells are stiffer than MCF-7 cells by analysing the magnitude of the
Young’s modulus [21], simply by the cell passage time [40], or other information
as elongation [31, 60] or impedance [48]. By simplifying the problem of a cell
squeezing through a bottleneck section as the deformation of a viscoelastic sphere
under a constant pressing force, a mathematical model was built and the elastic
modulus of both cell lines was given.
There are several factors that affect the throughput of our deformability based
sorting device. Since the release of cells from the inlet into the channel, and the
movement of cells in the flow channel are not controlled on a per-cell basis, the
throughput of the current system can be highly erratic, thus the concentration of
cells flowing through the channel is limited. Moreover, the non-uniform distribu-
tion of cells in the flow may result in multiple cells entering the bottleneck section
during one measurement cycle, leading to inaccuracy in the measurement data.
One way to resolve this problem is to control the cell release at the inlet so as
to maintain a per-cell flow rate that can accommodate the possible variation in
the passage time of individual cells, such that only one cell is allowed to be in
the bottleneck section during any given measurement cycle. The performance of
the equipments also affect the sorting throughput in several different aspects. The
time cost in online image processing and the response of pressure regulator are the
key limitations. We believe that, with the development of the computing hardware
and the pneumatic components, the throughput of the deformability based sorting
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